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THE POTENTIAL USE OF TAILORED TESTING 
FOR ALLOCATION TO ARMY EMPLOYMENTS 
by 
M C Killcross 
And 
A Cassie 
Although one speaks of the Army as a collective whole, it does in 
fact embody a large range of occupations, skills and specialisations. 
At the recruit selection stage the problems are of two main types: 
is the applicant suitable for the Army employment of his choice or - 
more difficult to answer - in which employment can the man's skills 
most effectively be developed and used, equally for himself and for 
the Army. With something like 100 different trades available it 
presents a sizeable problem in vocational allocation, particularly 
for the entrant who is not committed to a particular trade. In UK 
all Army recruits, outside Scotland, now go through a single central 
selection process where the main instruments in both the selection 
and the vocational allocation procedures are the interview and a 
conventional battery of paper- and -pencil cognitive tests. It is 
recognised that the tests and the battery represent something of a 
compromise between what is appropriate to aid the decision process 
and what is practicable for large group testing in a limited time. 
Each individual recruit presents an individual allocation problem 
for which the general purpose test battery is seldom the most 
effective instrument. Ideally each recruit should have his own 
test battery, constructed specifically to give the optimum measure 
for his particular abilities. Using conventional testing techniques 
this would be quite impossible unless each entrant were treated 
individually. However, tailored testing, - the idea of measuring 
aptidude or attainment by a sequence of test items determined in turn 
individually and optimally for each person from a large item pool, - 
presents a means of moving towards this ideal which may be feasible 
in a high volume centre. 
What we are going to do now is spend a little time providing a basic 
background in tailored testing (TT) for those not familiar with the 
topic, and then move on to Army Personnel Research Establishment's 
(APRE's) short -term and long -term research plans in this area. 
The basis of TT is the existence of some built -in capacity for the 
adjustment of a testing procedure to the individual testee. Each 
person receives a test -treatment tailored to some extent to suit 
him: two other names given to this kind of adjustable procedure are 
individualised testing and adaptive testing. There are some parallels 
between TT and programmed teaching procedures. 
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One obvious variable in the possible approaches to TT is the degree 
of adjustment that the approaches allow. To take as an example a 
fairly sophisticated degree of tailoring, this would usually mean 
that some kind of testing terminal linked to a computer must be 
used. This testing terminal may be a TV screen and keyboard, for 
example; one test question from an available question stock is 
displayed on the screen and the testee keys in his answer. Which 
test question to display next is decided at the time on the basis 
of what is already known about the testee and especially on the 
basis of how he has done on the questions so far presented to him. 
Such a matching of test items to the individual testee on the basis 
of accumulating information is programmedinto and carried out by the 
linked computer. Such a high degree of flexibility in putting a 
tailored test together demands, among other things, a large available 
stock of questions - tried and tested questions of known character- 
istics. This item pool or item bank may take the form of a structured 
network which may be as shown in FIG 1. This shows the first five 
stages of a pyramid -shaped branching item network. All testees start 
with the same START question on the left and move through the network 
towards the right taking upward or downward courses depending on 
whether their answeas to questions are right or wrong. 
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After the five stages shown, six levels of differentiation or scores 
may be noted - as given at the right of FIG 1. Many testees could 
work simultaneously at individual terminals and go their individual 
ways through the item network. 
In contrast to this high degree of flexibility, if we look at the 
simpler, less adjustable, end of the TT spectrum, there are approaches 
like two -stage testing. Here all testees take the same initial test 
which is used as a routing device to direct individual testees to one 
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of a number of second stage tests which vary in some systematic way. 
Most commonly second -stage cognitive tests would vary in difficulty 
level - but for, say, assessing occupational interests the second - 
stage tests could concentrate on more narrowly defined occupational 
areas. Such two -stage testing requires little if any advanced 
technology and its component tests can be constructed by only slight 
adaptation of conventional test constructional techniques. 
So much than is by way of introduction to TT. In its more flexible 
manifestations it is best regarded as a new testing method: in some 
ways it is a hybrid form with clear ancestry in both group- testing 
(from which it takes standardisation of presentation but not uniformity 
of content) and in individual- testing (from which it develops indivi- 
dualisation of content but not individual administration): however, 
it is not only a favourable hybrid but also a mutant with some novel 
characteristics, two of the more significant of these may be the 
ready variability of test length and the ready availability of item 
response times. 
The virtues that have been claimed for TT all stem from its increased 
time -on- target which results in both a direct mechanical improvement 
in reliability and arguably in an indirect improvement in motivation, 
this following the increased appropriateness of the material presented. 
A number of studies have shown increased validity as compared with 
conventional pencil- and -paper tests, or equivalent validity within 
shorter testing times: some studies have also shown superior sensitivity 
of TT to the distribution of the characteristics being tested. It is, 
however, a mistake to try to evaluate TT solely in terms of comparisons 
with conventional tests; in some situations conventional tests are, 
in their own terms, superior to TT, but TT also has attributes not 
available in conventional testing and which are lost in any comparison - 
and I shall be saying more about both these points later. 
The reason why the Army now sees TT as worth investigating are 
Firstly as it now operates a centralised recruit selection 
and allocation system it does possess a high- volume centre 
which would or could justify the technological infra- 
structure necessary for the more flexible forms of TT. 
Secondly TT does potentially offer the possibility of 
expanding the range of cognitive skills assessable by 
testing without expanding the testing time. This is 
possible not only because of probable time saving in 
individual test areas but also through the widening of 
the concept of tailored testing from the individual test 
to the test battery. In the same way that an individual 
test can be tailored to suit a testee by selective drawing 
from an item pool covering one area, so can the battery 
taken by an individual testee be tailored to suit him by 
selective drawing from a test pool covering a variety of 
cognitive areas - In a simple example instead of all 
testees taking a standard battery of five tests they 
might all take two tests in common areas and then a further 
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three selected from an available pool covering ten 
cognitive areas. The proper basis for adjusting the 
test battery to match the individual brings me to the 
third reason for believing TT to be a beneficial 
research area. 
Thirdly, by integrating the test measurement procedures 
with the decision processes of a selection /allocation 
system it is believed that TT - "tailored" now conceived 
in a general systems sense - can direct the information 
gathering (and perhaps also the information disseminating) 
processes of both testing and interviewing so as to 
collect information of enhanced quality in relation to 
the specific decisions appropriate to the individual testee. 
Tailoring is thus regarded as extending to the occupational 
preferences of the individual recruit, to the qualifications 
for the available Army employments, and to decisions on his 
acceptability for specific jobs. FIG 2 illustrates a simple 
integrated testing /decision process. 
FIGURE 2 A Test /Decision Procedure 
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The solid curve plots the running estimate for a testee 
of the characteristic being measured. Initially when 
based on only a few items the estimate is error prone 
and has a very wide confidence band. As testing 
proceeds the running estimate settles down and the 
confidence band narrows. Decision Levels 1 and 2 
represent qualifying levels for two possible employments. 
At point A in the testing sequence along the horizontal 
axis the lower confidence limit goes above Decision 
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Level 1, the testee is thus acceptable for this job 
and testing could stop here if this were the only 
option. Later in the sequence at point B the upper 
confidence limit falls below Decision Level 2 and 
testing then stops with the testee acceptable for 
employment 1 but not for employment 2. Less able 
applicants would establish their unsuitability sooner 
as would more able applicants their suitability. Testing 
continues for as long as necessary and no longer. FIG 
3 shows the average number of items necessary in a TT 
approach to match the Operating Characteristic curve 
(for the decision Ability Level, G, less than 0) of a 
conventional test of 60 items - both approaches drawing 
on identical items. Note that as pre- tailored items 
are used the gains are entirely from the ability of TT 
to stop earlier ie from decision tailoring not from 
item tailoring. 
FIGURE 3, The average number of tailored teat items needed to obtain a 
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The form of TT to be investigated in APRE's current research plan 
uses an item pool and visual display units (VDU's) linked to a 
computer. It is not, however, planned to employ an item pool 
structured into a branching network such as that described 
earlier. The item pool will rather take the form of a catalogued 
stock or item library; from this library the item most closely 
approximating a specification generated for the next item required 
will be drawn. There will be no pre- specified network of routes, 
simply classified items and rules of procedure. The research will 
concentrate both cn the technical psychometric aspects of this 
form of TT and on the nature and effect of such VDU interaction 
on a testee. The psychometric factors of research interest centre 
on the rules of procedure and the characteristics of the item 
library. The general ideas are those of zeroing in on an applicant's 
ability and of stopping testing once criteria for specified decisions 
are met. Topics of interest are the difficulty levels of successive 
items, the detailed formulation of item selection and testing 
termination rules, and the interactions between these requirements 
and the characteristics of ideal and real item libraries. These 
topics have been explored to varying extents already by several 
workers. FIG 4 illustrates the kind of results that have come 
from a series of theoretical studies. Here the measurement efficiency 
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of branched- item -network -tailored -tests (the solid curves) are 
compared with conventional peaked tests of the same length (the 
dotted curves) both with and without chance success, - that is 
for tests with multiple -choice questions and with open questions. 
The horizontal axis plots ability level, and the peaked tests 
consist of items of equal difficulty optimum for Ability Level 9 = G. 
The peaked tests are most measurement -efficient around the average 
level of ability and relatively poor outside this middle range, 
while the tailored tests have a much flatter curve generally 
superior except about the average (where, of course, most people 
are). The with -chance success curves are lower, illustrating a 
degradation of measurement efficiency resulting from the possibility 
of guessing correctly; however, the assumption made here is of 
random guessing which probably over -estimates the loss. Especially 
for TT random guessing may be rare. Note that it is measurement 
efficiency that is being comapred here not selection or allocation 
utility; there is item tailoring here but no decision tailoring. 
The tailored tests diagrammed in Fig 4 used a fixed step change in 
level of difficulty between successive items; certain shrinking 
step size procedures have been investigated and offer marginal 
gains on the curves displayed here, but their item networks need 
to be much larger. 
Looking now at the man /machine factors pertinent to the testee /VDU 
interaction, testee motivation will be of major interest. One 
possibility that has been raised is that of the effect on motivation 
of immediate feedback of item performance, or alternatively for 
multiple- choice questions of allowing testees to continue answering 
until correct. 
What I have been trying to do is to sketch out the major points of 
this research area and APRE's research aims. I hope I may have 
aroused the interest of some of you, and we will be glad to hear 
from those with common interests. The references give a number of 
entry points to the literature; Lord 1974 and Weiss & Betz 1973 
are helpful reviews. 
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A TAILORED =TINCY SXS= FOR S;T,,^,^TCN AND ALLC'CATION 
IN :i'ï.i i;i::'ïI'ï; ,';;:'E: 
A paper presented at the 18th International Conrrctr. of Applied Psychology, 
Montreal, August 1974 
All three British services have been all volunteer ro7i,rar forces for a dozen 
years or more, and in that sense the Army competes for civil..an manpower 
resources just as any other large employer. The Army's self e `,.on procedure. 
for Other Ranks is in two stapes: the first of thec a nee-ring stage 
and is carried out relatively locally at what are ca_...e :..veers information 
Offices. Such Offices are spread over UK located in < . '?: of the larger toms. 
At an Information Office the applicant and the Army have -...e chance to weigh up 
each other, and the vast majority of t: e Yes /No decisions c th sides are taken 
at this first stage. The seca:_,_,_ s :e is a centralised en:.. ; : -e extended affair. 
Successful applicants are pr Information Offices and attend one of 
a small number of Selection: 2 - 2i days. Part of this time is tek.e; 
up with extensive job b r . iefi ie - a t informing the applicant in greater 
detail about what employment.; nn.. ,::íaineehle9 what they entail, and what kind of 
people they require. This job 'eriefine continues the process of occupational 
guidance begun at Information Offices la search of a good job match for each 
recruit. At the second stage an eventual match of interests between applicant 
and Army tends to be assumed - although the applicant still retains full freedom 
of action - and the emphasis is on deeding the most appropriate placement or 
allocation. Besides giving info :..: :5.on to applicants, information is obtained 
about applicants, and part of the procedures consists of conventional group 
testing; in which a standard battery of cognitive paper-and-pencil tests and an 
occupational interest measure are administered. It is this conventional testing 
that tailored testing would replace. 
Why do we want to replace conventional trusted procedures? They have these 
limitations. 
(i) Any standard battery represents a compromise between the 
differing requirements of the range of jobs being selecteä 
for. Such a battery is not optimal for all (:r even eny) 
jobs taken individually. 
(ii) The need for group administration constitutes a rigid time -table 
requirement, and makes individualised arrangements difficult. 
and (iii) In a group test the questions chosen are ancc.-:.er compromise, this 
time with the range of ability encountered. Easy questions are 
needed to put the less able on the measuring scale, and so on. 
For any individual testee the sample of questions will not generally 
be ideal as it will contain many questions which are too easy or 
too hard to be informative. 
Hence at the individual level neither the most appropriate tests nor the most 
appropriate questions will generally be used. ':ihat a standard battery achieves 
is some kind of modal optimum, something which caters well for the typical kind 
of job and the usual kind of applicant. The le.sf -- than -common will generally 
not be well served. These are the penalties to be set against the well known 
benefits. 
By tailored testing is meant here a computer assist' . testing situation similar 
to that encountered in say Computer Assisted Instruction.. Extensive libraries 
of test questions are held in computer storage, and the testee sits down at a 
computer linked Visual Display Unit (VDU) and keyboard. The advantage of this 
medium of presentation is that the questions asked can be chosen to suit the 
testee, who will receive: 
(i) A selection of tests appropriate to the employments under 
consideration, i.e. not a standard battery but a selected 
battery, 
and (ii) Within each test a selection of questions, each question 
being chosen dynamically based on his performance on the 
questions he has so far attempted. 
So in this way the test questions are tailored to his ability level, and the 
test areas are tailored to his job aspirations. Many applicants can still be 
tested at the same time, i.e. testing in a group, but each at his own VDU -and- 
keyboard will receive an individualised or adaptive measurement programme. Hence 
individually flexible testing is achieved, in which behaviour can be sampled 
more relevantly, while still operating in a group setting and remaining suitable 
for large numbers. Tailored testing, moreover, can do more than simply replace 
group testing with something technically better; because it is continuously 
available at individual applicant level, and, because it does not need a fixed 
time -table spot, more flexible selection centre procedures become feasible 
allowing individualised attention. Also worth consideration are the motivation,? 
and ethical merits of a system which is individually based and which allows the 
individuality of the applicant to be more fully recognized and respected. 
To illustrate one approach to tailored testing take the case where we are trying 
to measure an Ability. This is being measured on a continuous scale on whi 
our applicants will have a certa.a frequency distribution: consequently we 
will know - in advance of testing for any individual applicant - that in 90% 
of cases his ability wilï lie between certain lower and upper values: 1û, of 
applicants will fall outside these boundary values and so constitute decision 
errors if taken to be within the 9S. cut -offs. This ready evaluation of 
decision errors in terms of the proportion of people falling on the contrary 
side of a cut -off to that decided has shaped the measurement philosophy adopted. 
The task of psychological measurement given this philosophy can be construed 
as that of pursuing the boundary values (or error contours) (either lower, or 
upper, or both, as appropriate) to such a point that the risks attendant on 
decisions become acceptable. 
In the Army's two stage system the selection centre has information from the 
first stage. This prior information includes screening -test scores and 
educational qualifications which can localise an applicant's boundary values 
more closely than the general limits . Thus the starting point for 
tailored testing at a selection centre is the prior ability distribution of 
similar previous candidates. Given this prior distribution and an individual 
candidate seated at his VDU the task is to select an appropriate first question. 
Some questions will be better than others - "better" here meaning more informative. 
Questions which would be predominantly answered in one way by the peer group 
would yield relatively little information. So what question is to he picked? 
For the moment assume the candidate is given a relatively easy question "A" 
which he answers correctly. 
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Figure 1 shows four ability distributions. 
(i) The all -applicants distribution. 
(ii) The local prior distribution for peer group applicants. 
(iii) The local distribution for those applicants who get 
question A right. 
(iv) The distribution derived from (ii) and (iii) (shown as a 
dotted line) of the slightly more elite group who demonstrate 
both behaviours. 
The dotted distribution then becomes the prior distribution for the next 
question and so on with the resulting distribution becoming increasingly 
localised. 
When a question is answered correctly this tells us something about the lower 
boundary of the testee's ability - with specified confidence his ability can 
be said to be unlikely to be below a determinable value - soy, below L in 
Figure 1. As far as the upper boundary is concerned there will he no direct 
evidence as long as the testee continues to get questions right - there will 
only be the default evidence from the peer group distribution. Direct evidence 
will only become available when he gets a question wrong. Hence when giving 
a tailored test the general strategy will be to follow a right answer with a 
harder question, and to follow a wrong answer with an easy question - so that 
an overall balance between right and wrong answers will be created; and then 
these sub -sets of right and wrong answers will be used separately to localise 





FIGliI;s' 1: Frequency diptributions of ti+e ability of four 
. 
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Figure 2 shows examples of cumulative question -right and question-wrong 
distribution' curves: if DL and DU are the acceptable decision r sks for the 
lower and upper cut -offs then the estimated ability of the tes cee at this 
point in testing is given by the range L to U. There are advantages in pursuing 
the lower and upper boundaries separately in this way, but there are other 
possibilities - such as (in multiple- choice questions) d.stinguishing different 
wrong answers and using the separate local distributions, particularly those for 
the distractors chosen by the more able groups, to adjust the tails of both 
lower and upper boundary local distributions. The time taken to answer a question - 
which is readily available in computer assisted testing - could also possibly 
be used in the same way. 
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FIGURE 2: Two Cumulative Distributions based separately 
on the right and wrong answers of respondents 
Returning now to the question of how to pick the next question during a tailored 
testing session - raised earlier in the case of choosing the first question - and 
going further, if the next question is to be harder, how much harder should 
it be? A major consideration here must be the actuality of the question library 
available. uestion writing anu validating is an imrrecise and time consuming 
activity, and although efforts will always be made to extend a question library 
and to improve its quality, what is wanted is a tailored testing procedure which 
will make best use of the library that happens to exist and not one which requires 
an elaborate question -structure to function at all. Some tailored testing stratesi= 
are, for example, based on fixed item net -works but this is felt to be too 
prescriptive. Instead what we want is effective use of the available question 
library. Detailed attempts at optimizing -steps between sequential questions are 
for this reason considered impractical, and the reality will be a matter rather 
of finding the best approximation to some ideal question specification with which 
the available question library can be approached. This ideal specificiation will 
stem from the current local distribution, and the available question library will 
be searched for the best match. One specification with att:aotivc simplicity 
would be to find a question which for the given local di..stri.»utiea of ability 
would produce equal numbers of right and wrong answerers. Anoth r, more favoured., 
approach is to specify the next question in terms of what might be called tail- 
overlap. For example when locating the next harder question, this question woul.1 
be chosen such that its 10th percentile fell at the 20th percentile of the exis i_ 
z 
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question- rirht distribution. This concentration. on the tail of the di.ntributiolì 
(lower or upper) is appropriate because this in where the evaluation of the decir _or 
risks will come from, and additionally a question in being selected which - if 
answered correctly - will move the lower boundary in an effective way. The c ^ ̂ ;' 
of using the distribution tails, does, of course, call for Appropriate tail- ia_.< 
to be available. Whereas a conventional item analysis will have indices of 
difficulty -level and discrimination (say percentage pzssing and the bincrial or 
point biserial correlation coefficient), what would be wanted would be ir:cì.iccs 
of tail location and tail bluntness or steepness. 
A remaining choice in tailored testing is when to stop, and this is a substantial 
asset. Some decisions can be quickly made and it would be pointle- a ta j,.,c, ng 
testing further. Testing may be stopped either when a decision r. i.:c :; co:- as 
acceptable or when the range of the localised ability distribution has reduced 
to some specified value. 
Apart from the way in which tailored testing is seen by the individual testee, 
what might be termed the foreground activity, there is also a background necessary 
to provide a supporting framework° 
Three of these background system requirements are: 
(i) The capacity for introducing new questions into the system. 
Until enough information is available about new questions 
(to allow them either to be taken into the question library 
or to be rejected) the system should introduce appropriate 
new questions in small numbers into tailored testing sessions 
simply to allow information to build up. In this way also test 
development can be established on a continuous footing 
with new questions regularly being in2ut to the library 
and testing being based on the best cub -set of questions 
that the tailoring procedures can extract° 
(ii) The monitoring of existing questions. 
The information on which a question was accepted into a 
library should be continuously updated as the result of 
accumulating question experience. Questions whose values 
become unacceptable should be deleted. Similarly data on 
question usage will be helpful in identifying future question - 
writing targets. 
(iii) The calibration of the system in relation to job performance 
standards. 
For example, if the quality of applicants improves this has 
to be distinrui.shable from questions becoming easier, or if 
training for particular jobs becomes more demanding the 
system cut -offs need corresponding modification. This calibration 
requirement exists for conventional testing: tailored testing 
encourages the idea of adopting continuous follow -up checks of 
subsequent job performance; direct measurement calibration 
in terms of various criteria would be possible. Calibration 
could also take into account any moderating characteristics 
of an individual applicant - such as membership of a minority 
group _ and in this way provide a tailored prediction. 
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This Annex is first referred to on p. 111. It contains the 
raw answer sheet data of 4,472 recruit records obtained during 
the administration of the twelve 20 -item tests. 
In format the Annex has two records on each line. The start 
of each record is a serial number. The start of each test is 
signalled by a serial number of 8888 followed by the test number. 
The test number is repeated in each record and occupies character 
positions 5 & 6. Positions 7 & 8 hold the raw standard verbal 
test score, and positions 9 & 10 the corresponding attainment band. 
Positions 11 to 30 hold the answers given to the 20 items or 0 
for omit. In the 8888 test header line the answer positions hold 
the correct answers. 
t 
8888 1 0 i!:41 51 4`±5771 531 21 24454 0 1 1 141512431314321419451 
1 i ? ^ 4í' 3 ,5253235?:i420()0`? 7 1 F, 14 3351 452455043435154 
3 1 6 1 4?5 3452.23551 441 354; 4 1 7 1 453245531 1 54'3431 2" 500 
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1 áK ar. ,,1 ?552t'1 54 1 51 24.455 
1,cr 1 4f: 1`^, ?555`05' 1 51 24452 
/71 , -,41 a i1 51 4557755'z1 -1 %4351 217 "i %'..KL?;':4.55?21431212.3452 
(:4251 44577557.1 K1 74451 734 1491441 '-1 4 552?55:31 21 24455 
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777 177154151455?715312124454 278 1771541514557215312123454 
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7QR183/+153543434";145/.451ç 365 2711 4341 5354343431 454?5525 
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352 240 R 3/i1 5z54'1 47?/,.1 `,351 /. 353 213 734143243324314141444 
i54 2701 4311 533434?411 G5;/4.51 ç 2841 8311 5354343431 4545475 
356 20810 i41 5354'{4/,4'' î t5/,54?5 357 217 231114241322545343345 
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370 ?11 034553443434j1 t.1 44535 371 V0187,4153543434314543425 
?72 772143415354144.43145/:552s 373 276',544153543434314345225 
374 731 6 341 ?35434444L`i ,1 545 375 7s4c,1 7 341 5 354344431 41 411 1 5 
376 7,791 6341 5354'4;t.'z1 45/,751 4 377 2 F 134123443511534341213 
378 7801 A34 1 5'S543434'1 45t 1 41 5 378 247 9.c4153Z4343431 41 5 2 5 34 
380 2641 3341 2354343/.3445ti'i51 5 381 21 r 200000000323550000000 
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,,711.5412,414A471114453/, 440 2661134)53243414314541435 
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/..58 ;1,1n34153214-44-1 i7434. 499 2 11414243211555242414 
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010 ?18 4-i4144'0x4M)44242 411 247 816126253134514152114 
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4p6 726 51542431143145e,2515 4/7 2R51734453444434114552435 
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404 2/,3 9341 14-W44124, 405 2691474153441434314354415 
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-75.1534153241 /4247.11:54711, 490 24 734153134424115545141 
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5.1Z5 750141 4414'447,47144/.71.55 ,-,,, j.,Q 1 2341 5344:3434Y° 55251 5 
`1(1 242 a7:+15tS442z4",1L'.>`.",/. ?1734í 535434 i. . t,541 425 
512 764133415,7,441 cr,47, 1/: ' si 3 2A313341535514443,5441515 
51 427214541535474k,47 515 238 834153543534312341234 
516 784173415354344417'i 11 517 ?531134153513534315351515 
Si t5 7631 3341s3?432l>'?1 1 r, 519 2681434153243434344555115 
570 77O 4341 53441:.î4/. 1 33/ 571 24n 831154543434314145425 
522 28417341 5:55441-:: " % 41ti-i r. 573 2621334153543434314155534 
574 2'72143/.15354*,1 -:4' ...;/. ?511. 575 2711 5?1,1 5?+;434:i431 4544535 
;?6 '?Si 5:541535434`4?1'.'/.!.r 35 577 245 9z,f ° `Z:,:,3174314543545 
578 2491654153543424 .1L°;/4715 529 2811 6 <;4 ,;34?431 454551 5 
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1058 6691452121527553115141341 1059 4491055124521233114455341 
1060 4681452151224313116741341 1061 4651355143?25353114251141 
1062 /.7816551512213231144.3,1343 1063 4631355151224423114451351 
1 064 4791 6551 31 22733351 /.3:51 341 1 065 440 85514222253311525%341 
1066 446 0551 /s.i1 240031 1 41 00341 1 067 4851 7551 01 22351 311 4331 341 
1 068 /831 7551 51 224/:3311 4431 ;341 1 069 4761 5551 31 22441 311 41 41 341 
1 070 4831 7111 31 ?.2321 31 1 4331 341 1 071 45611 551 51 ?245231 1 7551 351 
1072 444 Q551112233S3114511341 1073 471 655121724413114451443 
1074 4 9 255113143403576h71?33 1075 465135?151??37.23114121.541 
1076 46513511312z4713114t,>13/+1 1077 416 752131524513114201343 
1078 44910551?4?253131157;2341 1070 471055133125143114?51341 
1080 647 95413453575311/.75131' 10a1 477 455125522343114257311 
1082 6.4810151'11.271311/,7?1?S41 1083 6 7 121156144325115:3:53451 
1n0;4 454111515722433311411?.351 10R5 4831755121?24523114431341 
10;16 4631 :'551 /1 22532311 71 51 341 1057 4741 5551 31 22.21 2311 4431 341 
1088 416 314157523753115767547 1089 4671255131524123114411341 
1090 418 45511512.7423113261156 1001 4711455121224523114331341 
1092 47016551517.245131164:31341 1003 418 455122525313113232000 
1004 433 75357524143114251351 1005 433 755114222213114151341 
1096 4621?55121221753115131341 1007 464 915121223523114431311 
1098 4621255141527313114751341 1000 44 5 95513 ?224323115411311 
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437 7551 41 52531 311 4111 341 
1312 4691455111223123114351341 1313 435 755555522343514352445 
1314 47316551312245231141:31341 1315 4881855131224523114331341 
1 316 615 35551 427.751 371 5251 321 1317 47n1 4551 5372443311 4431 351 
1318 423 555154223773116255341 1319 4561155131222313114421343 
1370 436 755157217343115312351 1371 4 8 255141543233221415000 
1 372 4811655131221153114311341 1 323 4561155134222113114251341 
1 374 4501055131222153114211341 1325 4641355121222323114221341 
1376 451105510000000300000000n 1377 4871655121224323114311341 
1378 428 615535227713714211454 1320 4541155131524133114131341 
1310 668145511122,323114411341 1 331 40?1 8551 31 ?_243531 1 4331 341 
1 312 4731555111224513715411341 1331 4551 1 551 31 521 5231 1 4331 341 
1314 416 15517.412173111545311 1335 45511551517_21233114311341 
136 46814551312247731151:51341 1337 4641355121222151114241341 
1338 4721455111227173114331341 1339 467125515172.4353115151441 
1340 4761555151124523114131341 1141 47?14551512242231153.31341 
1342 438 A555422_23431111212431 1341 4691455131222553114311341 
1144 425 55515?.523713114251251 1345 4991255151520003114501341 
1316 417 355142133003515250301 1347 445 915121122243114241541 
1348 4511055101224723714451341 1340 4771455121?21313114331341 
1 350 4641 .1551 21 22171 31 1 5.iS1 351 1 351 4861 7551 31 ?233231 1 4331 341 
1352 46611551312227?3114551141 1153 4891855131224353114331341 
1 354 /,641:3551 ?.1 22411311 4451 341 1 355 45611 551 51 2,2 54231 1 4251 341 
1356 445 955114543143115751421 1357 476 555112532323114421000 
13S8 4 1 151153214343153721341 1 359 4411 7551 31 2225231 1 4331 341 
1360 413 3551.14517713214752251 1361 447 855131523323114223341 
1162 426 555123523143117251341 1361 4611215121525553214451441 
1364 441 855123225433114151341 1365 467125511;i224323114133341 
1166 4631:1551132275231141?1343 1367 46?1255141724413114421343 
1368 446 9551312255?3114171341 1369 4501055131222243114231341 
1 370 48818551 31 22457351 4,1'31341 1 371 443 9551 31 521 51 311 42_"1..1 341 
1372 415 755141527.351115111341 1373 4671255131225313114331341 
1374 410 215174247553147243253 1175 4 h 1154542434532(100110000 
1376 4881855171221511919411341 1377 476 555131723253114141341 
1 378 4Q519551 31 22457311 [, i31 341 1 379 46513551 21 ?2445311 5.331 341 
1180 415 355111124541417111 241 13A1 4 A 155132532313114251341 
1382 472 /55142"?3753114?.{532.1 1385 415 755131212133114451?_51 
1184 41A 4551 4?523 37371 471 2351 1 3A5 4 1 155243341223131435213 
1386 4621795155225253114351341 1317 475 5551 21 523z53114?51 251 
1188 441 855142621473114541351 1389 48717551317223231144:31341 
1390 441 A5517152511311S44í.?.41 1301 4541155131124523214531341 
1392 476 5551/435251111571)3511 1393 414 355134123?_5.5114315541 
1394 4791655111227523115.351341 1395 418 855142525323514231441 
1346 /4701455131221173114131341 1307 4731555131224323114121341 










48016551 31 5275331111 31 343 
485 +1 71 5111 2.271 7311 4 ;31 341 
6571155131221513114451341 









4021 855131 72453311 4331341 
4661 3551 51 2221 33111 52 3351 
4 6 155132400000000001000 
418 4551 31 221 53311 4331 341 
8888 s 0 051156451441237445231 1417 5851754154434521232634335 
1413 5581251114351251737'145113 1416 576 551156141541234311432 
1415 517 35125435474173514513 1416 5881851154451441232247233 
1417 5741551154451741757141153 1418 524 551154351531346434133 
1419 5831751154451 ?41237415313 1470 5561151154454321232124553 
1621 534 751154354551452452143 1427 531 651114154221232552324 
1473 538 851154453341232415553 1424 534 751154154251232346511 
1425 531 651154451141 237475353 1426 572 651154451421232445313 
14 27 533 751114251541232543212 1478 5661351154355441232.245552 
14 29 552.1051154311;S123515421 141n 5641351154451251232443552 
1 431 5821 651 1 54451 521 232445552 1 432 527 451 1 51 1 55331 22311 6244 
1433 5 8 251154351341772413347 1434 542 851155353241252.134151 
1 435 5551151113155391232113211 143A 541 841 51 41 32551 2524241 52 
1417 530 651154156461517212517 1438 5651351156351451232461233 
1439 578165115445147123545253; 14 4n 5R61751554452.211232445333 
1441 56613511544511512123'45315 1 442 5Á91 8511 56651 441 232445233 
1443 52.2 451151 ;2541124716133; 1444 5671251154154341232445311 
1445 5611751154154 ;4173743455 1446 505195115445142123 2443233 
1447 5R 21651154451471235443231 1448 5831751154653421232145233 
1469 5851751154451411237622233 1450 5791651554451411252413533 
1 451 5541 1 51 454453751 73743251 2 1 457 567 95111 41 55041 23211 611 4 
1453 542 8511.34157551332144152 1454 5511051154154521332416112 
1455 55917511543543417:3744253? 1456 5 39 851154354241232324552 
1457 5591251156154 ?1123241543; 1458 5611251154354521232441251 
1659 547 0511542515417 ;7161126 146n 5 7 1512.32542315315445325 
1461 516 354154151541237451235 146? 50n1851154451461253442433 
.1463 52.0 45421433252141269545 / 1/64 517 351134.312251232121333 
1465 552105115435132173746325'; 1466 518 451156351551352343523 
1467 55511511+6451141252223353 1468 5801851156451441232445233 
1 469 5641 3511 5435 SS41 73741 511 7 1 470 5701 4511 54353221 2.32'7526/. 
1471 56916511544557217371 2 ;73 1677 56713511543535212.32141532 
1473 539 R5115ä153 ?21232443411 1674 547 951154451451232.527151 
1475 511 251131237 ?11434457355 1476 579 /55115415555123213 3242 
1477 514 3511147_:3747351`;111513 1478 564135115415134123 ?445332 
1479 576 551154351211212113233 1480 5531151154354141232 ?47511 
1481 5 9 2512544341112575'0000 1487 5 7 151234213449250500000 
1483 5531151154151441257 /.1423: 1484 576 551154355551 252222143 
1 485 5,8216511 54 ?51 321 7';741 3537 1 486 5761 5511 54:5511 41 2324241 33 
1487 5831 7511 5/451441 /1241 51.57 1488 58n16511 541 5144123241 5233 
1 6R9 5 9 751514355241154155312 1 400 5731 5511 54154321 222442.531 
1 401 c51 1 05311 4í550n1 772251 21 3 1602 541 8511 5/4655451 2.3211 51 33 
1403 5901851154451441232645233 1404 5R61751154451541232445233 
1 695 562125115445435123243255? 1 496 57916511 54451 32.1 23224551 3 
1497 568145155445441173722 211; 1498 514 351154131331252525200 
1499 542 8511542515512 ;4244111 1500 5771 451 1 541 51.51 2351 03033 
u-16 
1501 932 6511 941 5i+7'?1 73721 035n 1502 547 9511 54655021 23235211 2 
1503 547 9511544515/+123617513z 1504 565 951154154151232255414 
15n5 525 551134156751722414332 1506 547 9511541545412.3?132113 
1507 5761551156451341237545233 1508 5491053134254421235342355 
1509 5631351154355651217?75431 151n 5691451153151451252235312, 
1511 5651151354455151237345251 1517 539 851154354441232400002 
1513 511 251154451551561452436 1514 5661351154054251232442533 
1515 5481054154355721212125537 1516 587175115/.451211232445233 
1517 5531 1 511 54354111 237:5?551 1 1 51 8 5961151154453051232441212 
1519 559125115435741717422533 1520 527 4511342442_13122523141 
1 571 532 511 54355151 734:51 4232 1527 541 8531 541 55351 232427.51 3 
1523 5731551154353541237475532 1524 5711451154355151232223523 
1525 58617511564512512324?523.3 1576 56 551154455351222534241 
1577 5581.>.54154155551215455215 1578 5621251154453551235211143 
1 579 5511 05'.2.4324451 4351 71 L.31 31 1530 511 7561 53354211 231 454352 
1 511 570 451153055241734412416 153? 579 651 2.2.1 3452523341 54351 
1513 58216511546514117374/.2233 1514 5681451154453551232444533 
1535 54910511543537317374532.57 1536 5681051554155351533215511 
15'37 5491 0531 541 5651 3241 55:531 3 1 538 5591251154455451232322112 
151y 5511n51554357:í417324452.11 1540 5971951154451441232245133 
1941 98717S115415144121243543 1 542 5 5 1 511 5425535355211 5434 
1541 5311 511 541 5;1 41 7154/,5311 1 544 515 7511 54354251 251443:31 5 
1545 5621251154351341751465252 1546 5761551154351551237435533 
1547 58016511544515412374/.1531 1548 5751551154653221232245533 
1569 5721451154453651737425541 1550 546 951156154551232451532 
1551 559125115425117123716514[. 1552 519 8541547.53321352165413 
1553 5 4 151214152342154456753 1554 5501051156155441211431563 
1555 546 951154454741237425253 1556 538 851134324311?52112534 
1557 546 951154157=51737452.547 155R 517 251511312.34421 5534255 
1559 5551151114355321712172551 1560 5661351154655351232445412 
1 561 5831 7S1 1 54551 441 7.52!452..31 1562 5781 651 1 54651 421 252447. 533 
1563 536 751154357411132355553 1564 5641351154351053235645542 
1565 9481051114355591352113563 1566 512 651156355421232441213 
1567 539 851214155551737453214 1568 5981951154651441232445233 
1569 5661351154351471737.7.62135 1570 5591251154354551232625415 
1571 573 551114.35515145445551.' 1577 5741551554451441232445513 
1573 514 351154135521457145057 1574 57014511543545112,32425145 
1575 5791651154453451712412_535 1576 5 2 151314634133343400000 
1 577 519 4511 5355n0n0?1 n00n0nn 1 578 54Q1 0511 56355441 23241 4553 
1579 537 751154135711737345337 158n 5571051154454111257442453 
15R1 5731551154351571732123533 1582 59n1821154651141232241232 
1583 5961U51154451441737445?31 1584 5 A 251154153100000000000 
1585 545 9511544551417525r10000 1586 5521051154551551232251245 
1587 525 551154351751552554226 1588 541 951154353351235252245 
1589 SR01651154151741737445333 159n 578169115445114121?225133 
1591 5721 4511 54451 351 732473533 1 597 547 951 1 54421 551 43551 2.451 
1503 5621251154451151737145555 1594 516 35112415515133322.5313 
1595 5541151154455011737115051 1596 5541151154451121232445233 
1597 5 7 151154357445322165245 159A 5491051154354351232.145533 






















1611 5551151154151741737153257 1617 5791651154453041212445233 
1613 513 35115404n3517170%000n 1614 5701451154353451232443533 
1615 5541151154155nn1737470003 1616 5481051154353251252722512 
1617 536 754153253544711?15312 1618 5751551154351111232442133 
1619 5R016511543514717573i5437 162n 523 551151353314237122445 
1621 542 811154254351754415235 1622 537 62111435414123741?432 
1673 5691 451 1 54451 741 2.ti2473437 1 674 5581 2511 54755341 2521 4:3553 
1675 525 5511544553?125?511547 1626 5611251154351321232125153 
1677 545 9511544543411371/;555? 1628 5951951154451441232135233 
1679 5871751154451021737445233 163n 57R 6511544512412.32554153 
161 511 25110152041200025457 1612 579 651154355221232124551 
1613 530 63115415154175744457 1674 547 851154153221232420000 
1615 584175115455145173744213; 1616 577 654154354351237325343 
1617 55511511541S11S17377.33143 1618 5691451154453341235415333 
1619 56914515541511517i?435333 1640 570 651154355041232455012 
1641 5821651154451541212171211 1642 512 651151 75?.111257145434 
1643 5691451154451141737474537 1644 5671251154354551232547543 
1645 570145115455314173744453:5 1646 547 951154253451222542415 
1 647 5A2165115445124123741554 1648 5671 2_511 54.451 341 23?.3255 34 
1649 546 951154151171?37441537 165n 5611251154453441237.421533 
1651 5701451154454151737245153 1657 5611351154455221237243433 
1653 9711451154455411737525233 1654 5571051154154341235541513 
1655 544 95115115455123741521? 1656 55711S115415134121?225233 
1657 5811651154455751232414531 1658 5551151154353451532142113 
1 659 5821 651 1 5[.451 41 1 237441 531 1 660 583175115445114123240513 
1661 56012511545533512T21?2251 1667 56914511544513417.3.?221432 
1663 532 (.515151515?1?7711255? 1666 545 95115435101123213?.552 
1 665 5651 3511 541 54141 ?35 321 437 1 666 519 4511 54355301 221 421 241 
1667 5911 8511 5445'1 4?1 ?:57445553 1668 5661 3511 54455421 23744551 2 
1669 5 6 1511543453?1447441324 1670 587175415445134123244515(1 
1671 97916511544514412374/5233 1672 5501051154353231232445153 
1673 525 554174146.151322554132 1674 5931951154451141232443533 
1675 ç37 75115405200173740(10(10 1676 52n 451154155111332515500 
1677 562 11 54355171 2:355250On 167A 5501 0511 54235351 ?_3244351 3 
1679 537 75115415121172411542? 16Rn 5791651154451441?.:3?445131 
1681 544 95115445/,111235455557 16R7 57z 554134200051002000000 
1683 534 75135415414171221000n 1684 570 451154155017142300500 
16R5 552105115445451717123516 16R6 517 351114134115411444254 
1687 55Ú1n511543541412175?2153 16RA 5031951154451441237445233 
1 689 5851 751 1 54451 451 2376.51 33 1 69 n 59819 51 1 544 51 441 2.32445233 
1691 5781651154451441737445753 1692 5651351154554551257442553 
1693 5521051154351051732115514 1604-545 951154354451557533434 
1695 553113115415/511737444235 1696 5591251154154541252431513 
1697 526 551151155441537144522.1698 5831751154353421232445533 
1609 5741551154451141737742..9+37 170n 5611751154551151232_445533 
IL-18 
51-0-254132135211126413344 17n7 5861751156451341232.445233 
17n3 5721451154454541737421451 17n4 5071851154451441232445233 
17n5 56413511544533412.3?441552 1706 Stn 251124435440000000000 
17n7 512 2512123222.34n0000()000 17nR 5641351114353351232445414 
17n9 519 451154327551414434353 171n 569145115445312123?.441213 
1711 55912511541347512327)5532 1712 5601251154351551232221000 
1713 544 95115405001100000000n 1714 5571151154151321352445133 
1715 531 6511140505157142'5000n 1716 547 851154354451232420033 
1717 5571151154351411237341415 1718 543 912545331213441335412 
1719 575 5511543545512521?1512 1770 5561151344154511232111313 
1 721 5641 351 1 5435An51 7:521 7241 7 1 777 5 5 151154110310000000000 
1773 5801651154451451737423233 1774 570 651154354351232242531 
1775 521 451154154751537452432 1726 5831751154453421232423533 
88R8 6 0 055412437153222244131 1777 6851755412433253522434333 
1778 658125541543ti51315511433:3 1729 676 51242213224142.4233433 
1730 617 315412445343515143531 17'31 6881855442435113222244133 
1 712 6741 55541 24371 33531'?.441 33 1711 624 51 444341 3241 342341 234 
17-44 6831755412437133722244133 1715 6561153412433423521344133 
1716 634 755442415443217143433 1717 6*1 655452255335545243553 
1718 638 85345721454515431335 1730 636 75145342.45335:34541533 
1740 631 653412117523172164533 1741 6x2 655412.432543422434333 
1742 633 73141213444355514413; 1741 666131?_4224:50343547132133 
1744 6521 01 445243251 31S)1 441 31 1765 6641 31 541 2432223534234333 
1746 6821655412437153752244133 1747 677 415112142420000000000 
1748 6 8 715412412443427133433 1749 647 814412435423122424133 
1750 6551155412434443427153133 1751 641 854452435143525531133 
1752 630 612252414323422114113 1751 6651315412435404522244143 
1754 67816554124:35113)57144131 1755 6861755415432143222244133 
1756 6661155452435133527?.54111 1757 6801855412632151222244113 
1758 622 451455412343475173131 1759 6671255432135433534144553 
1760 6611254412.4371435372.44133 1761 605195541243211327.2144133 
1 762 687. 1 65541 ?4170011 32222/+41 1 761 681175541 24321 432.2224/233 
1764 685175541243711372214413; 1765 67g165541233515352.?244133 
1766 654115345245341311213113:5 1767 61.7 955457432433232144133 
1768 642 851452445143534544111 1769 6511016452432441312316133 
1770 6591255412434743737144131 1771 619 855412433543532144113 
1772-6591755412435713727754111 1771 6611255452434413552244233 
1774 647 012412421'310727544347 1775 6 7 121324152242454257252 
1776 616 ;14147435433532441131 1777 6901855412432513272241.133 
1778 620 /a1345721754352271413:3 1779 617 3134571?.3514332311334 
1780 65?1 05541 243257:37372?3317 1 781 61A 422452735523317244113 
1 782 65511'25427431251972444133 178A 6801855417431553222244233 
17R4 664135542)43)4.33251144111 1785 67(1455412435543252244333 
17R6 6691454452435173252244131 1787 667135541?435113422344:513 
1 788 639 824452447.341317271111 1789 661 95541 2.43?233'2??1 441 33 
1700 611 25545411425441542314; 1701 679 655432432435422134133 
1702 614 311155251522512530000 1701 6641355417432343222244133 
1794 626 525412435543532244433 1705 6511155457.432453542144143 
1706 6 9 252413114742557300000 1707 6 7 112253205200050131023 





1801 6761555412432153252244131 - --.__--- 1800 
1802 6831755432432153427244133 1803 636 751543324251232153000 
1804 636 713452434123322544133 1805 6801655442432553422234233 
1806'6 9 252452517443225412533 1807 6731555412434543252144133 
1 808 6511 055472435n4';57244333 1809 641 813412433453322214133 
1810 6901R55412432153227244133 1811 615 351254352103232212100 
1812 615 3124521500435021445 31 1813 6861755412432153222244133 
1814 6621255442435143452141333 1815 6791655412432253222134133 
1816 668145541243A253737244243 1817 614 3124527-03143052130000 
1818 642 A5544225'341351724633'3 1819 6721 455452431 4432521 341 33 
1820 632 650452415343557343543 1821 647 915452435443542144123 
1872 647 9554124335337251/,1131 1823 645 952412453543212544133 
1874 675 552452435543244292331 1825 647 955442432123552344531 
1876 6741555442437443727544131 1827 6491052452445133212244133 
1878 6631355412433153521"243113 1829 6691455431433435537.244133 
1810 6651:355412435373337244133 1831 639 853452434003501124103 
1832 611 252542254133554000000 1833 6661355412445343147.143133 
1R34 648105545743A543777223133 1835 6871755412432113222244111 
1836 653111145223412:3;32144243 1837 65611554524354135372-44333 
1838 6591255442435533742444145 18A4 627 455413453311422433233 
1840 632 655452432133327344133 1841 641 81544243324322.2134133 
1842 6731 55541 24353437421 441 33 1 841 671 1 45541 2/351 4327.23441 43 
1 844 6861 75541 24375433222 341 3?t 1 845 676 514112133423232544133 
1846 6581215412435743122534143 1847 6621255412432143222134143 
1848 6511051154355151732444214 1849 633 752452532245322432153 
1850 620 41 54524.541 535'372'i4:133 1 851 679 6544521 33554532533423 
1852 6821655412433113757244113 1853 6681455412432213422144233 
1854 6491015452435473527414333 1855 6481054452432433515144133 
1856 6491021412432173537243313 1857 6591255442432.433246:321461 
1858 6511n1541743.37731222/4113 1859 6971955412432153322244133 
1860 687175541243217:i33724413' 1861 6 5 153452135323355125332 
1+i62 6531155412435533757244133 186A 635 755452435443515434343 
1864 66212554124321335222.34133 1865 6761555412432.4432.22144133 
1866 6ß0165541?43711357724414?t 1867 6751514412433553372.2.44133 
1866 r,721 4?541 2.4331 532421 4411 3 1869 646 951 452.41 34232.32t541 34 
1870 6591715412435353127161133 1871 679 814452434353.322233413 
1872 6 4 133415411.474424454214 1873 6501052442434533522114143 
1874 646 951412145343327353337 1875 638 855415215143552544342 
1876 646 9154324552-33242441143 1877 617 252454324321234251321 
1878 65511544124354435453441:33 1879 6661355452435133522244133 
1880 6831755412437113222244133 18R1 6781655417.432153152244233 
1882 636 715417-435553537144132 1883 6641355412432133422254233 
1884 64810124924347335221341:13 1885 637 655412434343245141143 
1886 639 855457432443472763223 1887 6081955412432153252244133 
1 888 666135541 24351 437471 441 43 1 889 6591 255451435333;15744/.3:33 
189u 623 555442233711729743131 1801 6741 55541 24325311 322441 33 
1802 614 352452103472015144213 1893 6701455412435343422334143 
1,194 6791655432.437513722234533 1805 6 7 142253231230000000000 
1806 619 424402000000000003100 1897 6491015412435453232534123 
1898 637 752452233203357143413 1899 6571014412235345222444333 
IC-2o 
1901 6901855412432553522244433 -1900-673155541243274325254417 
19n2 6961955412437153722244133 1901 6 8 271132543243552534112 
1904 645 955424347413337345234 1905 6521055412432443517244233 
1906 625 555415137353447244141 1907 643 955412414223352131133 
19n8 68016554124325537;22244137 1909 6781655412435353522244133 
1910 6721455412437443257244133 1911 647 911472123313332143133 
1912 6621 ?5541 ?_43!i5537222/4111 1913 616 353452215203411011123 
1914 6541115412435443752244133 1415 654115541 2433453222244133 
1916 6 7 124454415221141123131 1917 6691055432.435133242244133 
1916 6 3 123552135315375173541 1919 6681455412435433222144133 
1970 646 955412437153225134133 1921 681165541 24321 5322.2 ?_44433 
1972 6611255411435133537144233 1923 6681455412433443331244133 
1924 6771555412431143122744433 1975 6831755412434553522144343 
1976 647 952457445003152144131 1977 625 551432455533522431343 
1928 626 555452432743527573143 1929 6741555412434343232.134133 
1910 65511144/643253332722/4133 1931 6791655412435253222.244133 
1912 613 32545245)41000000000n 1933 6701455432432153222124143 
1414 1541152412437343702144171 1935 6481055442.433542332144113 
1936 636 715452411533442511212 1937 6751555412.432243272144133 
1918 6801655412437113577244133 1939 623 554414345410000000000 
1940 642 R54412433543227144341 1961 637 655652635303322344323 
1942 66914554124343221344131 1943 6581255452434243357144143 
1944 625 555442.43200000000000n 1945 66112554524154135 22743133 
1946 645 955411431733547244333 1967 6051955412432153222244133 
1948 6871 75541 ?.4375032272441 33 1940 678 61244241424334 2244133 
1950 611 232452547115700000000 1951 679 655452135453520000000 
1952 630 614452231743117244147 1951 642 85545 2415543535143133 
1954 68417554174311537222.44131 1955 632 655452435400000000000 
1956 65511114574315435121/14137 1957 6691455412435143235544233 
1958 61.,91 4.5541 24324535272./,41 33 1954 670 615452.4300014322.40133 
1960 6821655412431143512244133 1961 637 62541 2443113252312324 
1962 6691455412437143222244333 1964 6621 25541 ?4524446361 52.1 43 
1964 670145541243,143752244131 196c 647 957452445343527144331 
1966 6821 65541 24371 43377744233 1967 6671 255412125123537146333 
1966 646 415432137413112234217 1969 661125541243213354724 4133 
1970 6701 45341 243 551 32727441 33 1971 6611355451435513772244233 
1972 6711455412432443??7244133 1971 6571054412635323514134533 
1974 644 9154/624454537222/.5113 1975 6571155412435153457544133 
1976 681 1 6,5541 24351 512222.441 4= 1977 65511124524251353 22421343 
1978 682165_541?4341435?71/4133 1970 6831755412432513522234 733 
1980 6601 75541r?ï:352415??1 <<4143 19Á1 66914554174343431 ?2 ?44133 
19A? 63? 31211?/61271:3757141131 1983 665 95441 24351 01577040143 
1984 6651 :35541?43/,1 7.37521 44333 1 9 8R 619 426457132363166113300 
1486 69118554124324432222741:71 1987 6661355442635123227234133 
1988 A 6 114142.237411415424157 1989 6871755412434243221441333 
1990 6791 61 541 24321 532772/,41 33 1941 6501055452432123331113333 
1992 625 551457234435621411134 1g01 6931955412432143222244133 
1994 637 754417427400032131131 1905 620 452252413533150000000 
1996 642 855452235423537114153 1997 6501022452245003542223243 














2006 6501015412335453737214243 2007 6931955412432153222234133 
2008 68517554124371332.2244133 200o 6081955412432153222244133 
2010 67816 5541 2.4374537272.441 31 2011 665135541 24332232351441 33 
20'12 6521015442130003502230320 2011 645 954452433443325513133 
2014 65311554524354/.3115553133 2015 6591252452435343515443113 
2016 626 514412347343537544143 2017 6831755412432153132244133 
2018 67415554174355535222,4213 2019 6611255415435523352344133 
2070 610 25125211i4125141a435z 2021 6861755412433153722244133 
2072 6721 1.541 1 743 31535777,341 31 2023 6021855412432153253244133 
2074 6641 :55541 ?4:i51 5352.25441 33 2025 61 n 255311 43531 0000U00000 
2076 612 7_1221222134243451?317 2077 664131541?_432343535114133 
2078 619 42331212344332.2471243 2079 6601455412434143342234133 
2010 65912524124124115124'%4131 2011 66n1 25541 243243322?2441 23 
2032 644 915412435023,00000000 2033 65711 5541 243551 353?2441 33 
2n14 631 652432411443550000000 2035 647 854452435403555141113 
2036 (57i 1 554s?43 31 431 31 54.5433 2017 643 93221 554542111452.2325 
2018 625 524472435433222144143 209 65611554124327.7.3545244133 
2040 6641351447405553521743143 2041 6 5 175141414540000130000 
2042 6801655412435153722244133 2043 620 654452732243522143433 
2044 621 455412335343514241333 2045 68117554124341537.7.2144133 
8fsR8 7 0 034?.1 431 51545451 25224 2046 7 4 1 31 255454235533451 324 
2047 77214342.1433535454515:3212 2048 7651334212314314545225213 
2049 722 414253542544133254123 ?050 717 733213212351525155544 
2051 728 634213317151131715453 2057 735 736214314331523255454 
2053 7701 4:5421 431 7354541 52521 /. 2054 746 913214312354325355211 
2055 7731 5:i421 431 4.1543452 55214 2056 7/.2 83425431 3354545433455 
2057 747 9352123172,4145355354 205R 761334214312354545123253 
2059 7921834214317A545451?5214 2060 7691434212314344553425214 
2061 7711434214312'354545115256 2062 743 93421 431 3354545455453 
2063 745 03421431535452-41-31256 2064 7601 2342_1 4?S1 2354545425254 
2065 745 93321 ?31 2154545`i1 5253 2066 722 434251 31 23545351 45353 
2067 7571134214314154545525234 2068 715 334253512354535355241 
2069 76012342143133545452357.1'3 2070 727 534214212554515425413 
2071 7631134214311154545155241 2072 7681434214314354545125214 
2073 710 233275517111534373441 2074 777143 214311354545155214 
2075 728 631313337154535252531 2076 731 731235353355545512213 
2(177 773 52421'S517355543321114 7078 7511034214312354545455413 
2079 743 932.213517745454K471155 2080 77315342143123545454252.14 
2081 7611 2'S321 431 5354,4,41 5254 7087 7691 43421 231 335454321 7.2.1 3 
2083 7831734214317154,45175254 2084 76513347.13312354515005414 
2085 7801634214315354545321234 20n6 7AR 8,54214312354145425211 
20R7 778 634253312754535475323 ?OAR 74.81033213313324545341514 
2089 772 434241314334454214152 ?090 7771 53421 431 515454541 5224 
2001 7751534214314'35414511521A 2007. 7731 5:3'121 431 3354543555214 
2003 7711 43421 431 715454541 521 /. 2004 7671 33421 431 5344543255434 
2095 7441734214317i54545125214 20Q6 7721434214313354545155214 
2007 7591234214334144545335254 200R 7591234214312354345135214 
2009 74810342133111145411:5254 210n 7 711 01421 431 23545441 3521 5 
IL- 22 
2101 7851 73421431 23,45451 4521 4 2107. 7511 p:3423431 235454{355254 
2103 739 834212114154555355445 7104 7671234214343354545135234 
2105 7621234214314354546435214 2106 784173421 431 33545451 257_1 4 
2107 7631334214313'754545115412 2108 742 834?1 331 23241 33433245 
2109 7721434214311;ti4545135216 2110 7591734213353354545335413 
2111 718 8332123173441457.55213 2117 776 733214312354525233214 
2113 733 7342.133174545:75531315 2114 711 234233534351543525234 
2115 7611234214314354143215214 2116 738 831233312354545145454 
2117 7931934214315354545175224 2118 7811634214315354545125415 
2119 742 R342/4431 33545451 4521 7 21 ?n 7511 03421 431 2354545331 544 
2121 76413342.12314545451552114 2127 713 333253312341133435532 
2123 7711 43421 431 535452511 551 4 2174 780163421 431 5354545535225 
2175 7941934214311354545155224 2176 7 1 134254342351535355413 
2177 7711 43321 /:31 /.3545451 3521 4 2128 7R51 73421 4311 3545451 35224 
2129 740 834214315.354531245417 2130 713 334242312353535425454 
2131 770 441241545553525341543 2137 7661334214313354545135314 
2173 7 3 1322535171527.31374414 2134 774153:7214:511354545151254 
2135 777 5:352.14114354545453411 2136 7721434214314354545255214 
2137 730 634214513554515214373 2138 731 634213313354545225334 
1139 745 934213.713354543375714 2140 7671334211312354545351213 
2141 782.163421 431 73545451 95224 2142 7641 33421431 335454545511 4 
2143 781163421431354549155214 2144 7741 53321 431 53545/.51 3521 3 
2145 7661334215313354545575214 2146 7A61734214312354545355224 
2147 725 53.325431 2354321 245525 2.14R 76n 83421 /4312354545245412 
2149 735 73421431?354542455243 2150 7611234214313354545125214 
2151 7721634214313354543175214 2157 7611234214315355452321414 
2153 7601234214314354545155213 733214513354531455254 
2155 77214.34214315354543211214 2156 770 421233512354155224414 
2157 790181 42.1 431 43545451 2_5274 2158 7? 1345421 52344213453214 
2159 779 634214317314971751411 216n 7691434214314354545155454 
2161 7641 3 7421 2.".S1 3344541 ?.3325/4 2167 7571 1 3421 431 335454341 221 4 
2163 76513532143133545452.31115 2164 7751534214312354545125213 
'2.165 7901834214314354545115254 2166 78116342143183545451?.5124 
2167 7501 f13423431 23545433/452.13 2168 7671 23521431 435454545521 5 
2169 771143421431335454515525/4 217n 7661334214312354545125233 
2171 7561133214312354i45235215 2177 7521033235312324545521253 
2173 749103421331419491'71 5226 2174 725 534211:312354525553212 
2175 7741 5 3421 231 3354545'3 1541 3 2176 7551135252313354345431213 
2177 714 ;:5423.`.'i455354/415421535 2178 734 734214312354545555214 
2179 7.15 7,35254512354ti45.715253 2180 729 634252212455145335253 
2181 770163621731 3354545425254 21 R7 7501 23/21 ?:31 3354 34 7351 21 4 
21 R3 71 5 3:7555351 735454 ;21 5343 2184 764133/4214313354545125252 
2185 779163421 431 73 545451 5541 /4 2186 783173421 531 535454555541 4 
2187 732 63421 431 7545?1 473233 2188 745 93421 531 43541 451 25214 
2189 7641314212312354545455253 2190 7911834214312354545455454 
2191 7831734214357254545135253 2197 7721434214315354543445224 
2193 7611235214312354545455215 2194 738 834214312354143545214 
2195 7651334214312353545345214 2196 7791634214313354545135214 
219? 747 932214317354541335213 219R 7591234214314354545125214 
2199 76713342143133545451??214 22nn 7A11634714343354545155214 
II-23 
27n1 7871'234214315354545125236 2202 '1641 33521 431 3354541 32521 4 
22(13 725 534253342352545452232 22(14 7831734214313354545125124 
22n5 765133421431415454543525t 22n6 713 734213312354545335214 
22n7 734 731142514354552254323 22nR 731 634212313154543453353 
2':109 7661 ,33321 431 33541 455?541 4 221 n 75611 3421 331 335454545541 4 
2211 7711634214314354545135433 2212 711 633252312354532315212 
2213 7651?34214313354543215213 2214 746 93321331235452.1253254 
2215 7741534212313354545555221 2216 747 834212.312354545431552 
2217 718 4342335573541 54411 24? 2218 75511 3421 331 21 54545:3352;53 
2219 7911 8'3421 431 53545451 ?52?4 277n 7881 83421 431 23545451 1 5224 
2221 749103421?117354545515211 2222 742 834311314354545135214 
2273 710 233235242355325234312 2224 7751534216313354545125253 
2225 76313:54233313354545115115 2226 7911834214313354545435214 
2277 7811633214314354525125223 2228 7541134214311354545521215 
2229 723 533251311324425351532 2230 7 9 235213222352151213354 
??31 730 6342.11312354545231254 2212 7581234213313324533453451 
2213 7741534214315354545155255 2254 7781634214314324545631213 
2235 713 313214312454355345243 2236 718 433234312354142155513 
2237 728 634252312454541553456 2238 7591234214313354545115215 
2239 77515342143123545(.5125214 2260 7861734214313354545135214 
2241 729 634211314154547335/.43 2242 7511134215314354553865212 
2263 7561135214312354545135233 2244 74n 834214313344543421342 
2245 7731534214312154545425213 22,46 7651334212313354545135225 
2247 77210.34214313154543215235 2248 7541133214313344545235414 
2249 75511:53232312314545151453 225n 7591234234315354541121424 
2251 728 634214317354541355514 2252 726 524214313354523432214 
2253 734 733234315534543455213 2254 711 734212313242141353514 
2255 743 914112317154145155532 2256 7691433214313354543455213 
2257 7 3 133214413154545125224 2258 7771534214313354545445234 
2259 7561134214317154545125434 2260 7541134214313334545335254 
2261 7661334214313154545155215 2262 75A1234214314354545355414 
22.63 736 7:54213312355543155544 2264 7581233214.312314545321254 
.2265 77715352143121545451?5244 2266 7541134214312354541555223 
2267 7641:;34214117354541?.?5214 2268 7671334214313354545135214 
2269 712 634213437354543111554 2270 7911934214312.354545135234 
2271 724 534213512754523152313 2272 7731531214112354545455244 
2273 7691434214312354545125214 2274 7761534214313354545125413 
2275 7 5 131253145000000000000 2276 7751534214313354545335242 
2277 7691433235311354545/.?5254 2278 77n1434214313354545435214 
2279 7481 n`i47.3431 23545451 35452 22.8n 764 9 3421 231 33541 4:;,15ti214 
2281 7541 1 3421?31 23545454)5?1 6. 22A7 75711 31.21 411 23 545454?`.321 4 
221;.5 75.31134214312354545525214 22R4 75n103421?31135454532ri31:S 
27A5 715 33421335725154526534? 2286 7621233214313354545255514 
2287 717 3.3421 2<<1 25 54511 ?6S45; 2188 745 934212313254433115416 
2189 744 933217312354145521244 2290 715 334213112321145435243 
2201 758123421431435454525531'7 2277 7 9 234251112253531252.434 
2293 7 6 13523553225443556541? 2294 718 431 23331 2.3511 4n1 552,1 3 
2295 7831734214311354545125254 2206 761123321431235/.545435514 
2297 713 324211317224545325321 2298 75912347.14311354545:515214 
2299 742 83421451515445121515n 21nn 75n1n34234313354545123543 
:IT -24 
23n1 75511 3421 431 73545451 35231 23n7 747 831234314354545535214 
23n3 7541133212314154545115457 2304 777 534213112354542125214 
23n5 7631334214313354547775255 2306 7611234435315354545135513 
23n7 740 832212511154545254134 23n8 7571035215312354545455251 
27n9 7711434214313154545155114 2310 7751534214313354543415254 
2311 7651334214313x545411'1313 2312 7/{Q1034?.54312554145221451 
2113 7481 (',3421 231 115 55 i1751 345 7.3i4 786173421 431 235454542521 3 
2315 727 534244312154543355214 2316 7591233212313354535115255 
2317 745 93321 '2.31 7324545337_1 3n 231A 773153/21 231 3354545535214 
2319 7671334214314154545115211 232n 747 836212313314565225453 
2171 7791634216315154545415214 2377. 79118:i42_1431 43545/51 2522.4 
2373 7 6 122253417147_143'7355z 2174 711 2345132312254335534244 
2375 7801634216311'454565125254 2376 7771 43421 4:31 335434545521 4 
2377 747 93421 43117545(5'41 21 n 2378 734 714252512344131245414 
22529 7681434214317374545435214 2330 7541134214313354545135414 
2331 717 131135317454545433411 2317 7771531312312354545125253 
2113 7621 23421 431 43545451 35?1 /. 2.334 7R11 63421 431 53345/:51 21 2.44 
2335 747 934214311354545125255 2336 7741534214315354545151254 
237 741 834254314354545355234 23311 7611234212313351545151213 
2319 7731 53411 431 33545451 352_1 1 234n 77o16 3421 431435454315521 4 
2341 7 5 132133232343253557357 2347 775 534254312355341354414 
2.343 7'741 53421 431 335/.545275254 2344 7811633214313354545325254 
2345 7R91 h3431 4:11 i 3545451 35224 2346 777 43322331 23241 21 431 253 
23/.7 77114347..1 411 715 4545 5?5214 2348 7741534214313354545155314 
23/,9 722 4342413177544313,2325 235n 77n1433214315354545114214 
2351 7A51734214314154545/.35223 2357 7641334214313354545135254 
2353 718 F14214317354543315215 2354 77715347143143545/.5345213 
2365 7631333?.153173545411',5211 2156 78818337..14314354545115214 
2357 742 83421 431 435454145521 /, 235A 729 63421353231 454551 431 2 
2359 75411:i32143151s4,3S5;5?.14 23í,n 7571134?1431?_354545435114 
2361 712 7312123123545451?5557 2367 7681434214314354545215254 
2363 7971934214315154545125224 2364 710 631232312254545215155 
2365 764133/1214315154545475714 2366 774 514232112244345455334 
2367 743 9:1121?.1141143454537.57 1368 75Al2'42143143543451357_51 
2369 7861734214313154545425714 237n 777 534214313354545212413 
2371 743 934214:41 71541 451 35353 2377 746 915252313354545355355 
2773 746 934213311154545225211 2374 739 8342.15313354545335253 
2375 76R1434"?_14317;545451757.33 2376 741 833211514354563551345 
2377 7831734L14314;54545155214 2378 78818342143133545451357.23 
88a8 R 0 (33215554514737131411 2379 A 4 11134355034434/,.575432 
238(1 843 93121155S51423241411 2381 8i,5 93.121555451523?121411 
1382 86017'33215554514717431411 23A1 A45 9?<12155445112:172314:35 
2384 872 4135.>,5115511717455153 21R5 8571131215554514?3?431411 
2386 81 5';42.43.4521 51 472241 :1247 73+17 A591 23 i21 5 51 451 47321 31 441 
2388 8721/:33215554514737411411 2380 848103321553451423?431531 
2390 A72 433235455411342134251 2191 8771 53 )23551 451 423?51 2311 
2392 A751533'2155545547125i1415 2391 87115332155545147_32131411 
2394 R71 1 /+3321 2.55451 42252111 511 2395 8671 33321 555451 42371 31 21 2 
2396 A841733215554514?37111411 2397 8771433215554514232131315 
23Q8 8591233214514514737131415 ?399 86'S1 31321 55 5451 4232231 41 1 
1i -25 
2400 822 43321 527.351 5"27541 411 /, 2401 8;7 73321 51 5451 423251 41 55 
24n2 828 633211554514747434311 24n1 835 733215534514232131422 
24n4 8`101 4331 5 555 51 4732431411 24n5 846 933315525514232311435 
24n6 8731533215554514727131412 2407 842 8332151155142??511443 
2408 847 933212554511732131415 2400 863133321555451423?431414 
2410 1021837215554514237111411 2411 8691 4332.1 2.55451 4232 4 31 41 1 
2412 A711433215554514232111411 2411 8 1 135215n23150000000000 
2414 860173315554547x22614535 2415 827 533215545514232234455 
2416 Rh31z.i32155545147;2134415 2417 86R14'i3?1555451423?131311 
2418 810 234312323514272415312 2419 8771411215554514232131411 
2470 828 633214344514737532453 2421 833 733215554514232111441 
2422 823 533215545514232514244 2473 85110332145555142.32431445 
2474 A43 9332145245122322x4525 2425 8711533215554514232131411 
2426 8611233211554514232031415 2477 8601433215554514232132451 
2478 R8317732155545147';2131411 2479 8151333215554514232552.112 
2/+70 8A0113421 555451 42324 31 451 2431 838 833?_1 555451 47.3?_431 411 
2432 828 633214555511722515434 2433 8591233215544514232131352 
2434 838 R33114544514?3a1'i1551 2435 836 733212554514232232434 
2436 833 734215544514277311311 2437 811 241515532142224344143 
2438 8611234215534514737111419 2/+19 83R 833215515514232331451 
2440 8931933215554514232131411 2441 8811633215555514232131411 
1442 R.'.1 83:iZ1 552.551 473241 1351 2443 8511037215544514212531311 
2444 86413.33215544514232431415 2445 813 333212524514?35411451 
2416 711 /+3321 455451 47:s24z1 411 2447 8û1 67321 555451 423?_431 411 
2448 8941933215554514?32131311 2449 8811633215534514232431411 
2450 87415:i3215554514432131411 2451 8661333215554514232111451 
2452 A8617:53215554514237111411 245A 875 533212354514232232155 
2454 A40 83:52145255142372.32.415 2455 8481033215544514232331255 
2456 A711434?_155545142374'r1411 2457 8851731215554514272231411 
2458 85110332.155145142374/,2441 245Q 83Q 833535444514?_??334324 
2.60 R621 23321 555451 4a321 "S1 411 24h1 8671 23321 5554514?:12431 411 
2462 A8417732155545142:77171411 2461 A631 33321 555451 4232431 41 5 
"l.464 842 833215544514?37421455 2465 8721431215554514232131411 
2466 R13 3 {3211 54451 34 3741 2.455 2467 820 453235513514132314755 
2468 ßh61 33321 551 451 4232/31415 2460 A 3 113214345142153354421 
j47t1 8741533L155545147371°c1411 ?471 827 533215544514332511425 
2472 R7214A3215555514?32511411 2473 83n 633215555514237334545 
2474 831 673215324514232/.31255 2475 845 033215554514237232411 
2476 R671333215554514a32411115 247 88216:i3215554514232111411 
2476 8641 3.5321 555451 47321 31 411 2479 85711 3321 555451 423?331 425 
2480 8651 33:321 .5554S1 4232431 41 5 2481 8751 53321 1 55451 42371 31 41 1 
24x2 890183:1?_155545147371 i1411 ?4°3 8811671215554514212531411 
14a84 Ay01 01124553451 47375;1 :331 2485 8671 23321 355451 4232431 411 
2486 8711 /+3321 555451 47724-S1 31 7 2487 86h1 3.132.1 5554542321111111 
24.88 8561133215545514232434445 7480 8571031215525544272331415 
2400 8491033215555514234434415 2401 825 533213514514237111315 
2402 8741573215524514232531414 2403 8551133215524514137231455 
2494 871 1 13321 555451 4232431 41 1 2405 8A51 73321 555551 4232431 445 
2496 840 834215544514a124'i1415 2407 8831733215554514232131415 





















251U 814 733215554511737411421 2511 87?1433215554514232131415 
2512 820 4332.19549514724272140 2513'89n1833215554514232131411 
2514 g 2 151443215431357345142 2.515 829 634211524514232411441 
2516 P6914332155545147:17451411 2517 86413332155545142:i24115S5 
2518 F23 5;3425511551542_7713451 2519 8001831211254513337424253 
2520 814 33442135742355{451253 2571 874 733211551514232311415 
2572 835 734515555514717311345 2523 879 615215243514232111455 
2574 A701433215514514737431411 2575 859123:3215544514.2.321;2,311 
2576 A15 735555155514712111555 2577 8641333215544514?37131212 
2578 P7916342155545142121;1311 2529 88317332155555147:32131411 
2530 832 633213524514717432445 2531 845 934215554514232131415 
2532 R641?5332115:i4515?37131455 2531 8Q1183?t2155545142s7531411 
2574 831 633214521514412414515 2535 8661 33321 555451 42:32431 451 
25/6 R561133215554514732:111415 2517 8711433215554514232431411 
2578 831 63321353F514237211413 2579 8651333215554514232331411 
2540 846 933215555574737431213 2541 87415332155545142:12131411 
2542 842 A;3215514514?37211411 2543 81P 4332113441115122.21315 
2544 8551133213554514737174;545 2545 8011833215554514232131415 
25/,6 A8818332.15554514737131411 2567 8/,.91033215555514232121435 
256.8 A42 833445544514737232415 2549 810 231254541514252324142 
2550 8751 5.3321 555451 4)A)1 31 411 2551 8631333215554514232431515 
2552 A91181321.5554S14)37131411 255; 8811613215554514232131441 
2554 854113321255451423721411 2555 87,3 734213124524232413415 
2556 R43 933215454512737471415 2557 8691433215554514332331415 
2558 R 3 133255545514237131411 2550 8771533212554514232131411 
2540 A561133215554554737331415 2561 854113:1215554514232331411 
2562 R671333275514514737470411 2543 881163321 5554512232131411 
2564 8871733215554512:321311411 2565 8641334215554544232431415 
2566 825 53321154451423741147.5 2567 8R317:13?15554514232111411 
2568 Rb513:S3215554514717231411 2569 813 734215554514237411455 
2570 834 733211317514117534325 2571 8581233215554514232231254 
2572 8741 5:3321 555451 4731 131 41 1 2573 878163321 5.53451 423441 1 41 1 
?574 813 333213345515777335311 2575 81P 433251514514232131445 
2576 878 633415525514737000300 2577 85912332155545142,37131411 
2578 A751 5'1321 555451 47:171 y1 41 5 7579 886173:5215554514232131411 
75R0 R79 633291544514217411412 7511 85111 3321 055451 42:17311 411 
2582 P.561 1:5321 551651 47'371 x1 :111 25a3 A4n 83:121 552451 42:57311 411 
2584 R7315332155y/.5147'37131415 2585 R651;1332155545112:57431441 
15A6 8'7?1 43'3?.1 ri55451 47371 71 411 2587 85411 3321 454451 4237511 451 
2588 8551131211554514232111411 7.584 85912:53215524514232331511 
2590 828 633215554514737312411 2591 876 533215514514232131237 
25Q2 814 733214554514732431412 2593 8771533215554514232131411 
2594 8541133215554544237211411 2595 86413:53215554514232131411 
2596 ;8671333215554514732572411 2507 8;2 633215525511232431444 
2598 A931p34215554514737131411 2500 R74 533515314513132131341 
Ir-27 
 
260-8731533215557514732531411 2601 8691 43321 555451 42:á21 31 411 
26(12 R7615;i4?155545141:37411421 2601 8 5 133215111514423000000 
26n4 8751533215554514737111411 2605 8691433215554514232331411 
2606 87(11433212554514737131411 2607 8481033215535514232131325 
2608 844 933215555S1473721441 26n9 8561133212534514232311411 
2610 830 633245524514737171434 2611 839 833215554514232111454 
7612 Rh81435215554514737431411 2613 A61 833215515514232231115 
2614 8831733215554514737171411 2615 8881833215554514232131411 
2616 R6613337,13554514237131411 2617 R5R12342155145142;7411445 
2618 136 733235554514237311425 2619 85812.332155541142172.31415 
26711 R24 53341455151113531135n 2671 843 914215525515237131415 
2672 85812.332155445147:37.321111 2673 8861733215556514232131415 
2674 877 5332.12551514737431411 2625 843 933214534514432332542 
2676 846 93351554451 7:37?351S5 2677 846 933212544514232431441 
1678 A79 63351554/.514737,130000 2679 85411?3215554514232314131 
2630 8571133215554514737131411 2631 817 233412344514232132444 
2612 868144321555,45147'32s31411 2631 8471933215554514237131411 
2674 830 633415535511737433445 2675 8641333215554514232131411 
1636 8771533215556514737271411 2677 86?1:3?4715554514217331411 
2638 88818.33215554514717131411 2639 847 8332155245142.22.431415 
7640 8741533215554514237511411 2641 877 433414525511432324352 
2642 8701 43321 5534 1 4737431 311 2641 885173371 55545142321 31 341 
2644 8641333215524514737571415 2645 838 833215545514232131125 
2646 87415332155545147;7531431 2647 8811633215554514232131415 
2648 A8918332_15554514737131411 2649 877 434215535512232235532 
2650 8711433215554514737131411 2651 875 533215535514242235131 
1652 8 5 1334.34311314334212137 2653'8731533215554514237131511 
2654 87916332.155545147:37131411 2655 811 233313513512142113454 
2656 ÁR016;3215554514737131415 2657 8721433215554514217531411 
2658 847 933215514514737131457 26S9 834 734215523511232435151 
2660 x681/33215554514737211211 2361 8541134215541514232431111 
2662 817 333235544514731113474 2661 877153'52155535142.32132411 
2664 A621í:33215554514737431411 2.665 8811633215554514232131511 
26F6 847 933535554514717271455 2667 R74153121555451421?331411 
2668 841 834215525514217714441 2669 8fi112312125555142?2531411 
2670 9751533215554514217111411 2671 8651333211554514232232445 
2672 8491033214535514717111435 2671 84810332155145147_;2131445 
2674 8861733215556514737131415 7675 877 53_32.15514514232211451 
2676 #59173321554/L511237331415 2677 845 933215554514332414150 
2678 R731533'í_155545147.37411411 7679 8671.333415554514237411415 
2680 847 8332.155445147;7271415 26111 Á791633215554`.i147.32131311 
2682 891 1 83321 SS5451 4J 371 31 411 2611 8 6 113523445514211343325 
2684 8h3173321 555451 47371 11 41 1 2685 8611 73:3"2_ 1 555251 4237431 411 
2686 813 ;3343551 451 57171 1 32:35 2687 8591 23321 55 3451 4237a;31 241 
2688 842 8332125245142:31111451 1689 85n1033215554511737434435 
2600 8551133215544514737311415 2601 842 833212554514232432415 
2602 8541133215544514737431415 2601 877 533211555514237431415 
2684 86311337.14534514737731317 2605 8611233215554514232431411 
2606 840 833215455514247542500 2697 8571033211514514237431320 














R 6 133415144512723524345 












8 9 233212552514122321100 
81R 433212544514242331100 
975 511414543434142114112 
2713 0661152422241413/.15314115 2714 9811652432214433115314415 
2715 9831752432214433113414316 2716 9511051552211433215425314 
2717 927 512113455443115121524 2718 941 852411252433415425113 
2719 044 957572223433414412511 2720 9611252422254433414314124 
2771 Q 7 1532125543341;x,.313:353 2727 9651352252225433415314111 
2773 Q571 1 52437.2514131 n531 4111 2774 95411 5?43225543341131 3111 
2775 930 653437225332715431114 2776 943 951522233443115312212. 
2727 0821652.432.235433416314311 2778 95710515?2154433415314115 
2729 9531152452251433115414117 2710 917 752222253433413214123 
2731 0A61755432213413411314115 2737 9771557432245433415314415 
2733 0801652432254433413314317 2714 9 3 151422233431111221521 
2715 061125221)251433115214517 2736 9581257322525233115412314 
2737 060125134225(,45341331215h 2738 917 357442254434215321415 
2715+ 0761552.4?_1435433715:314117 274n 945 952432231433113313311 
2741 043 953511253434111313111 1747 975 511442233433115314133 
2743 047 05245).241433213374114 2744 971 752431752434113312124 
2745 951105127.12534.33115311117 2746 975 552242432433113422211 
2747 036 712542227433115115477 2748 9771555432255433113314225 
2749 0681452332/.47411415314217 275n 9541152152533433413312211 
2751 021 452341147433111474524 2752 9561157..552252433415315312 
2753 078 652352457443114112122 2754 019 451114553433215445523 
2755 027 55251?244133411373511 2756 0871757432231433315314115 
2757 942 8522112154331114?,2311 1758 9541152221132443?11353114 
2759 064135247?2_15/.33115111115 2760 9641352552212433415414215 
2761 0601252432251433115314557 2767 918 852422253433415224424 
.77'3 0701451432_244413416317311 2764 937 651422454433115313112 
7765 014 712474444414415572121 2766 975 552241250433415(112154 
27'7 0R3175243?2134131.13314315 2768 9071852432214433415314415 
27A9 0 6 1213134377137151,3511 2770 915 35252272.4433115412113 
2771 0581?57_172211431/.1331322.3 2777 9491052422132433413314113 
2773 0721452472253413415311111 2774 9671352452252433115311155 
2775 9641151451257433113114171 2776 00n1852437_214433415314415 
2777 029 1515007_22n413115544121 2778 967125?/22214333415421112 
2779 028 652461325-333715073157 2710 97n145742223g433415:311312 
278.1 016 351457351431715315575 27RP 978 65343113244:3115111+554 
17R3 044 951 4721 31 43341 5 31 7.113 27A4 9.!1165243??1 2433451314315 
2785 9551152437l55/.3'í715311515 27A6 97114574??552433415314113 
17R7 06513574??2.53/,3341/,:514127 27g8 976 51411135433115040514 
2789 031 611211257743414142114 2700 947 85225473443341121255? 
2701 020 45244113443411347217.4 2.707 95R12.5743?731433315314324 
2793 914 35244221143?4112.13114 2794 9771552432231433415314214 
2705 0521052472215433414314221 2796 9751552452555433215344111 
2797 07014y24322.17433416214115 2798 91n 251452524534215424314 
























9 5 155232234544753534555 
9671252422233433113314151 
9811 75243221 243341 531 41 1 5 
9 7 15221143243341?122411 
9741552432253433417314312 
9891852432211433415314115 
2R15 9661352232251433415314115 2816 915 353332355434113510000 
2817 062125242225A63321531411? 281 R 925 552422.55143321 541 5114 
2819 934 7524722.31433717414115 287n 922 452242131433415412122 
2871 95511521525474-3341531131/i 2877 911 652422120440415340110 
2873 082165243225163415314115 2874 943 952551153433114312124 
2825 0511052221321633/15254314 2826 9681452222514433215313115 
2877 Q711452.212235413415:314316 2878 9511152451253433315241114 
2829 0771552352215430n000n000n 281n 938 852242752433115411010 
2831 0631 15 .2.431 21 341361 531 22.25 2.837 95R1 25225225443341 521 4511 
2873 077 551451452434415213421 2814 957105242725143321531421? 
2815 911 252317441413215473317 2.836 9Ln 857512152433115413513 
2817 Q66135247_252741361531451A 2818 9591252422251433544415124 
2839 027 55154215743315115621 286n 9491051447523143415312112 
2841 9721452437.211433/.15312417 2867 916 75143245.3133114112124 
2843 038 852452251433115317116 2864 9651352432231433315310000 
2845 079165243225K413615314715 2846 9621252412214033113312313 
281.7 947 y5?461551633111215111 2848 916 355212424433413422513 
2849 96613525722.53433115114117 2850 9771552432511433415314312 
2851 0601.7.57.4*22554.13417:31222/ 2857 9474 957432255433115213436 
2853 962 A52151255434115271524 2854 946 952252253433417412514 
2855 0751552.412234411/+15-316115 2856 9481052442134433115312212 
2857 0531157.42721 64331 1 5.314115 2858 930 652432234433413424315 
2859 9821652432255433L1'114116 28n 9511052452215433415311214 
2861 0601252422255433215114111 2867 947 8544521 50431 ?1 131 2000 
2863 010 711232354637.5175n0nnn 2864 971 452252342443111345424 
2865 0481051672237433115112127 2466 9551157421?5143321641.3115 
2867 0601 25225?21 5/L33L15311 flnn 2868 9/,R1052?1 2551 43311 5341115 
2.869 055115241.?251ú33115)63115 287n 9481051212254433413414414 
2871 0481 n511257.11 43361131111 6 2877 9771 55243224443311 531 411 4 
2873 045 °51?6215243311541251' 2874 945 954522544433415613113 
2875 921 65241215164461/,31260n 2876 96R1452432213433415314215 
2877 038 R12511;í4414371531?127 2878 956115245223343:3115612.124 
2879 991185243221 143361 5314115 288n 970 4524412553311161100()0 
2RR1 0791 65242721 54.131,1 511 ,551 1 2882 9tin1 052422251 43341 :321 011 4 
7,883 045 952422121431117422114 2886 95n1 052531 253433715311.314 
2885 Q61175242?237433457214115 RARA 981175743.7753433413312.115 
28R7 016 351 442.257414211421 520 288R 914 311212433433252314513 
2889 972 452352357433114300000 280n 9751551412.213433415311111 
2891 05711514?2215433111414.517 2807 911 652522552433416511112 
2893 094195243"2_21143311-3314115 2894 979 652431454233115312412 
2895 978165242221 243311 531 411 7 2896 9 4 151231523434116241313 
2897 978 6525311.14442711171111 2898 9 9 251131111444111000000 



























2913 06112.5122.2153433415332215 2914 9711452422.214433413314212 
2915 p671352432217433115414314 2916 9571152412254433415113325 
2917 929 62.142.2.55443151332441; 2918 9821652.432.214433415314215 
2919 9771552432231433115314415 2970 93n 652412053433111214314 
2971 4811652432514433?13314211 2922 9671352332245433413314114 
2923 9591242432241433115434415 29?4 96313122.322454332143111112 
2975 9791652432214413115314117 2926 9661352452254433415423312 
2927 08417524:32212433411314315 2928 9541151412531433115412_.314 
2979 0541152242251443115312317 2030 9911857432214433414314415 
2931 076155212225541121'3414116 2Q37 9:1 65234225443311 341 2211 
2933 05h115151?.13S4143/15713513 2914 942 851452522433412412124 
2935 0671{52.432211413415314224 2936 9621252432544433415345011 
2937 041 85222225441311N215314 2938 9771452531743433213312111 
2939 0521n525521174334,1?313123 2940 940 852332154433414212214 
2941 042 85 .2.42..2.11 5433'311 31 45?4 2947 95511 51 52223344341 531 4311 
29413 07715524722144'3321'4113417 2946 9641 35242253343341 ;31 2311 
2945 0491 (152.33?.25/43311 531 4114 2946 975 552422.1 51 43311 521 3524 
2947 915 35232124543321421212.5 2948 926 5122.52252443114711511 
2949 936 75241Z1Z3433115417515 2950 922 443422333433315424311 
2951 4631 35?.42.221 4,/13341 531 11 21 2957 9711 55223221 443341 531 1 21 1 
2953 445 9515312314334/1531.3111 2954 9801652432214433215314415 
2955 973155242241/3'115314{115 2956 916 352111355433413321323 
2957 027 5512.11.2.354334,13351214 2958 925 552421554433115412115 
2959 0661352432253433315114311 2460 912 25524242243311 35x4512 
2961 9581 2554222.5443341 311 511 4 296? 9i 1 252222231 43341 531 41 54 
2963 014 35145122:',424114572117 2964 9791652432213433415312115 
2965 087175243221341341314115 2966 9601252532235433413511215 
2967 942 85142.1521433115545514 2968 931 752532521433415412552 
2969 039 8514124534334153;1112 2970 9681452522221433415313112 
2971 97114574322514.33414314115 2977 926 557222454433415225114 
2973 419 4512_12135G3411x34.2313 2974 0=7 652432744433112312415 
2975 916 351572.353433115543514 2976 963 952422224433114322113 
2977 012 253132.434413711115345 2978 96513524332144334153111435 
2979 0901 85243221 74234.1 3 31 431 5 29Rn 9781 6574322.5343341 531 221 2 
29P1 4761552452?54433t15114115 2082 9671352422.23143.3415314314 
29P3 071141?432251433/15312.552 2984 925 5514111,55433311352514 
2.0P5 O41152412214433115314412 2086 993195243221/433415314415 
2987 967135241224-44v3415114111 2088 947 851 422 25443321 4242.1 21 
2989 06212.51432251/,3341331.7.325 2990 971 752422251433112411314 
2991 0611 252231 251 43141 4511 311 2907 9801 6ti243??2. 343341 5:31 411 4 
2993 0691452537.2544'33715314311 2914 9901852432214433415314215 
2995 0511 fí521 5225343311 541 3225 7906 9521051 44222343311 3?.1 411 5 
2907 98417524322.14633115314115 2948 9h71 351 44251 0433413314311 


















30n9 0731 5524322.524371 5?S1 311 ? 3010 Q621 25244225243321 543231 4 
3011 044 95234223543311531131A 3017 947 957452423433415314112 
3013 019 452521251/.33415412524 3114 9571151242251443213312154 
3015 945 052231255433115312125 3016 9611252252551433415312312 
3017 9961052412214433415314415 3018 9571(!52452513433113315514 
3019 04910534'32201433415314114 3070 9681452432213433114312425 
3()21 4601252232233433415372314 3077 978 653522443434115321513 
3023 046 952451234434414314124 3074 936 751452223433415244132 
3025 059125?_42252t443115314111 3026 9711452432254433415314112 
3027 0601252433214473215312415 3028 9641357232240433415314211 
3079 0841752432211433415314115 3030 9501012432252433411321511 
3031 0841 75245?21 A4:t341 5 31 41 1 5 3032 915 751 45225543311 54111 21 
3033 036 752232236613654112312 3034 934 752451223343115421123 
3015 0641151472254413415314221 3016 9871752432214433413314125 
3037 0891852432215473415114215 3038 0691452432241431415314415 
3039 038 852352235443714412117 3040 9651352452253433415214114 
3041 0631352%+52135433211711117 3042 976155243225143311314115 
3043 032 65244321!,332131452535 3044 9641352432233433415311115 
3045 07916524327.34474752312112 3046 9831752422254433315314214 
3047 84175243??.5/.41.341 5 31 431 7 3048 9761 5554322134332.1 331 4111 
3049 023 552432422433215522351 3050 924 551321744433113414211 
888810 0 025153455141427571433 3051106/,1325153453.341412311443 
3i521 081 1 6251 5?S4S5341 5775?1 431 30531 051 1 0251 5341 3331 2??331 351 
30541 027 'i?51 1 35311?1 71 21 11 423 30551 041 8?51 23523321 51 11 53523 
30561044 925135451't31722241531 305710611275153141331423231535 
30581 025 5?51 5325671 5c.3241 532/ 305010 7 125124343551513421435 
306'010651325153557541722555411 30611 05711 251 5341 3331 31 ?.52341 3 
;i0621n5411251534Z1331127321457 30631030 625231312151213315423 
30641043 925553451141722215231 306510831725153455342422121413 
3066107715?5153451351421551443 306710801625153451341122_223442 
306810 3 1 251 ?355 t1 51 13753234/. 30691 082162.51 53451 341 32?.1 41 222 
307010521025153545331/25143145 30711 05311 251 534523423?,2421 523 
30721 n37 7751 5;t1 51 331 31 /.341 42.1 30731 0861 7251 5;455341 422521 433 
30741 036 7?511 5345!.331 5242'14437 30751 017 3251 51 ?231 511 31 31 5434 
30761n76157515345,s1713732/.S413 30771045 915153433351435455523 
30781043 02512414i12111757445!, 307910611225153455531425231221 
3080105010751?6554.541117151445 3081106012751335433311?4753431 
30811033 745557452741572135215 3081105110?5123524331427221447 
30841 075 525155421121525153242 30851 0541 1? 31 43 35 2341 43??1 1 431 
30861021 4?515325154151z114445 308710561125553453341327153434 
30881n28 6551452513511217.55441 30891019 455544131351525431424 
30001 n25 5251 /.3?4 371 /.1 71 13424 30011047 9251 535531 21 411351 235 
30,021027 525543457331537254522 304310871775153455341572451433 
30041042 825553153352232251553 3005105711251551533.3132_532,1242 
309610541125155134351412543434 309710771525153455331512151423 
30Q81 0681 4251 5 345't141 1371 71 441 30091 034 74551 3351 331 5355351 23 
IC-252 
31001m64114514543535141255342 .i1 n11 0641 .325521403331 322531 434 
31 0è1 n61)1 2251 551 57141 47_7S 33457 31 031 08117251 53455331 322451 534 
31 041 0921 8251 5.345,341 4?25 21 43' 31 051 0 6 1 251 53234321 423251 311 
31 061 038 8251 55333151 :321 241 42'3 31 071 0701 4251 53553331 4?2251 422 
31 081 n32 6351 74134351 5255=45:35 31 091 0491 0251 43351 321 41 411 3534 
31101072142515345114147i121421 311110671323153553331322313445 
31121075 5251?.1401'121311445121 31131078 625345332554345220000 
311410701425153455331512521432 31151015 325143521341412443423 
3116105817?_31334331413?2151521 31171044 925153523341013251450 
3118106413251.532511311123/.1133 311Q100n1823153451331522551475 
317'01029 6255531511215153;0001 312110671225153401341212524400 
31 721 0711 /;251 5.i453341 n7.7501 40n 31 231 0651 37.21 531 4532111 2431 551 
31741026 525121021301410000000 31251031 621513545251211235522 
31261062 82554341 3171 31 223341 5 31271016 3251 23241 351 431 21 41 32 




31161041 875454554.131517523537 31171020 425153453351335234532 
31 3ri1 0581 2251 53441171 372533455 31191014 3?51 33553331 2?354:323? 
31 4U1 0771 52.51 534;23341 777431 457 314110571021153511341322331423 
31421016 77515345i:371111451134 314310 7 112122325155344242225 
31441n 0 15515115,114544555314 314510 5 151234445530000000000 
31461038 825553457351113053400 3147106?122515345334142_2153432 
31 481 01 0 225551116111242324523 31 491 0891 8751 53455331 4?.7551 41 3 
31 501 0661 1251 53455141 43757.1 42? 31511015 325551323411132000000 
31 521 0521 07.51 53554121 v2451.31 0n 31 531 nR3177.51 53455331 475521 434 
115410551125153454341725411455 31551038 825153443321224354351 
3156107415251534513415?2571445 31571023 551523423321413453123 
315810771528153455140000000000 315910871625153455341522451333 
31601043 921553455151174323542 3161106?12251332514315?5221443 
31621025 525573040121510201105 31631034 725123423331542454000 
.31641022 42515342515125725000n 31651027 535113731351211351224 
31 661 n51 1 0251 53?.1 1151 31 21 51 421 31 671 0681 4251 53451 341 31 ?1.51 543 
31 681 0711 4251 5:1453321 3111 41 453 :11 6Q1 05111 2_51 53:i533311 23211 331 
317010591225153431371517123445 
31 721 0491 0251 23421 121 61 51 /+:341 ? 
317410631175153434151417521427 
31711077 525153153351227452423 
11 731 018 8251 531 33331 51 51 30000 
317510581221153443341317425341 
31761 0521 0251 53431 711 4775/,352/. 31 771 011 2751 34343311 ?_34?341 24 
31781040 P251 /.3451121 71 245 1431 31 7Q1 0661 321 553534351 31 /.1 5.1442 
31801065132515313115112'3415517 31 811 0'791 6?51 53457351 31 71 51 421 
31 8?.1 0621 7251 531 55341 3711 71 51 G 31 8,31 0%7 9?511 331 3351 51 2541445 
11841016 1751 2?221151 ?7527000n 31 851 0601 ?_ _151 53454351 427523411 
31861043 92.515452314137443343* 3187107714?5153455341515121534 
31881016 7251 33232151 5273/.31 45 31 891 018 8251 531 53151 32343?_543 
31901 0481 0?51 1 3551131 1 1 /41 42431 3101 1 05311 ?51 23453341 327451 533 
;310210661125153551341417253441 3103107715.2.5143452351422551523 
31041 030 6251 ?3341 351 41 71 72357 31Q51 0821 6251 53455341 32?453433 
310610511025143154131477451410 31 071 06 01 22 51 531 00341 424401 400 
31981 042 825123151171414511714 31001 0%6 92.51 531 33331 422421 523 
1I-33 
32(010751 5751 5345 ;141 4771 11 431 32011042 8251 531 54321 22 i2531 52 
37021010 225123426341454353324 32031071 425144341311324153251 
37041 n481 0251 53421 331 7722'1 513 32(151 05511 251 5343332.1 31 4251 434 
320610601225155453341372513430 32071068142515345534152215142.3 
32n81 0481 02.51 53251 371 51 3 tG3433 320Q1 05511 25553423321 21 341 3435 
32101n481n251'134133A1527153442 321110481025123151341522554134 
321210771525153354341322552423 321310791625153455351422121444 
32141045 925554133151225133452 32151045 925553123331514555455 
321 61 021 4751 53542';51 11 3251 40n 32171038 8251 43451 351 423231 252. 
32181n501n25555434341313255534 321910611225153451331342121433 
32201083172515'3455361627921423 32211016 3251 35431 1 52524252200 
:i27210561125123313371513241434 322:510911825153453341422251443 




322910 0 225523231351111533115 
32111072 425443313311215000000 
32321n751525153451331177323342 323310711425153414331422541424 
32341029 612153421421471421425 323510781625153454331427423433 
32361n 4 173123551131471453425 32.371078 625143523321;351141142. 
3238102.4 525443151561523311131 373Q10601?_251532513413?2153433 
324010631325153451131377551431 37411076 525123523351514653125 
32421010 215123314253154241234 324310761525153453341322551422 
3?441 0491 f1251 :331 51 351 2231 43421 32451 0591 2251 531 553524'27.521 41 2 
32461087172515345514141757141'7 32471 0701 4251 53453342527231 443 
3ä481 n24 54551 3011 3(11 n7O1)00000 32491044 9751 53555331 422521 41 3 
32501n27 5521;315332137.3135142 32511061122514335533114334?43? 
32521 0591 2155541 4A.371;1 231 0n0n 32.531 0631 3251 53453331 2.7 21 1 1 51 5 
325410711625193451142957161437 325510671325113221341213121432 
3256105'71175153151151575523555 32571029 625533244351442325332 
32581 nti21 6251 5345i341 41 7353441 




32591 0771 5251 53455341 21 2.'221 443 




32681 05411 251 S:S351141 22?1 43442 3?.6Q1 05411 2521 á423351 :3:32.21 2444 
32701 0671 3251 5345 v331 3521 21 543 32.71 1 0671 2251 53553351 3'1233342_4 
37721 041 83221235.1141414221526 3?731 0771 4251 534533414é 2.1 21 441 
127410011825153152761525921437 32751 0761 5251 53451 341 4[,7221 41 2 
12761060 8251 53531151 573143454 32.771 042 8252.5;4 ±4341 51 31 43525 
32781n5511251534543213745S1523 32,79107715?51534553314?5531421 
37801n42 87.515.3212351417251153 32811016 725123333321424335553 
32821022 425153341331125341552 378310611325153455341412401443 
321141 n5210251 232.53131 5n7-31 4427 32851 0491 0251 53451 3411 231 21 445 
32861075 525145421 371 27721 51 41 32871015 32541 532335241400(1000 
32881 026 5751 7.3531 371121 21 5443 32.AQ1 Ofl(11 6?51 5:3455341 4?7723442 
329010731525153459'731922591411 32011014 325543243341 21 351 32_51 
32021 n77 5251 5351 3171171 1451 54 32.Q31 06413251 53443331 3 12.1 411 32. 
32041012 75551 51 47741 75543541 7 32151 0581 2251 5:3451 531 4:3233x444 
329610741525151451131127231451; 32071065 921153325341412413432 
32981060172.555:3455341577111315 32.491047 q?S153333351114242115 
33001025 5251 53321 351 7?4534547 33011 06/,132.31 4342.3341 31 ?433441 
33021 0611 2251 53551 351 443343531 33031014 32511 4123341 3?.354541 2 
330410791625123452A4114544145:3 33051 087172,51 53435341 523331 454 
33061034 7251534134131732153x 33071039 825143355351523531525 
33081068142515345t341532523144 330910711425153454341344253432 
33101026 525125325451721415515 33111019 475134155351512152223 
31121032 62555345-3111625941231 33111016 325523431 351 31 34351 35 
331 41 05411 251 53551 341 41 2523425 331 51 067 9251 4331 3321 324321 442 
33161012 275555331641114152514.311710651321153455341423153452 
331 81 09f1 8251 53457'341 327571 443 33191 07R1 625553454341 53?441 443 
332010761925113455'441122341434 33211 0%71 3251 535523411 27231 423 
317210711425153451561422531447 33211075 5251 53351 32231 31 441 23 
3;741 0621 2251 531 55431 41 7551 433 33251 033 7251 531 41 341 31 21 51 435 
33?610.611225153444341522521534 332710511025553123341512553423 
3z781 05211)251 53322341 3?21'.331 57 33291 00119251 53455331 422521 433 
3301 0671 3251 43454331 32.7443441 33111042 8251 54542321 41 2541 342 
33321 0641 3251 53454341 31 7551 424 33331 0001 8?51 53453341 422521 435 
331410801625153453A41'02123936 33151 0691 425544551 551 532231 423 
33A61090152515345-061-327551432 33',71 0761 57.51 53451 333222521434 
3=38108417?.51534553412?2111421 333910671325153451331322253735 
33x,01 05411 251 231 5',351 47731 .1432 33611 i13R 8?51 53434321 51 3241 51 3 
316210771525153453'341422131425 33431 041 9251 23553341 31 2443542 
37441 n891 P2..7_1 5.1455341 422551 44'3 33451 05511 251 5531 5331 423411 452 
3;3/.61 0701 4251 5:S45S341 41 2553434 33471097102515335533142254154? 
336810491025153551121217411412 31491 0731 5?51 53455341 41 ?431 452 
315010621225153555341522151442 33511044 975144421331334145434 
33521047 02515352114171/451431 33511 046 92553423351 4344335420 
33541019 425143523541717424341 335510531125153123351224413452 
33561045 9251134253'313171';1457 335710611275153453341522333152 
33581096192515.3455341425553431 :33591069142515345133151?521422 
33601016 7251953541'3.1424543433 33611 0591 2251 53451331 21 232.1 44;3 
336210711/}25173411331372521452 3363106R142511345434142.4551533 
.33641n60122515345434141217154? 33651078 625143223351332154125 
33661036 7251 7341 3331 5?.2.).21 423 31671 014 7251 5341 3351 361 533521 
336810641325133421341315121423 336910871725123651341422551433 
3170108918251534517;11427111415 :3371 1 0601 2251 53453341 347521 433 
33721 n641 ?c25553455'<41 x77251 402 :33731 OR41 725553455341 422521 434 
337410501015153403351157143437 337510841725153453351272553442 
33761035 725153153321315433443 337710761525153655341472121423 
33781032 625543157351521235157 337910661325153455341417453427. 
3?R01n7916231534533411723?3444 33811083172552345434142??53413 
3382.1024 525133317371123434453 33831038 8551535333542/,5543214 
33R41n6S1325173455331515143537 338510631325153453331317121422. 
:3' 861 0841 7251 53555341 41 251 1 521 33871 076 5751 53451 351 21 443 3453 
33881023 52531 31 5/.341'47511 4555 888811 0 01 4234111 2545531 422.54 
338911 6 111353422243612533313 33001117 324315122245441314445 
330111 571 1 5451411 /7445531 41 257 33m71126 5l.411 7.1 2?.2.34421 002500 
33031140 834234515744557142227 33941141 955512152414374521542 
33051 1 531 1 4431 251 4?/.45?.31 1h431 319611 5611 4441 21 11 2545532371 32 
330711501024514123751553123321 339811771454245513254553103524 
33991139 87.453211413?554?tS114 34001114 341112245235155214135 
]I- 35 
34071117 341142415442355544341 34011112 244133521422315172511 
34031 1 601 24411 25532/a3557223357 340411 27 45423211 52441 5/5,2511 1 
340511951g5423:51112">445715???_1 34061115 345122552442451214555 
34071163134437.51132444411233? 34081120 442155525441315524313 
340911921814214521254451122247 34101137 64431555423111312.3313 
341111961U142151117545571/?2?4 3412118?1644535523224153122.235 
34131125 52421?217433153273331 34141171 434521544435473144343 
34151114 74441 525243251 52/.251 7 341611771414235123254553532251 
34171147 951241524734175113551 341811481014242123223251123432 





34791135 741535554542135115614 34301118 441435541413442514132 
34311146 9441175151441S5115537 341711881814234115254253132222 
34731139 841?.3111z744ti535?7_457 343411651324534122214552551544 
34351172145423?1117745571?1521 343611741554542523?445532.41332 
343711511(1545321175545535?2355 3478117816:33534111254553142254 
34391176 53424552424457.3321227 344011731554334122224453522232 
34411156115423452/.754353121547 34471130 644535112451552512434 
34431158125454251125465-3173237 344411 41 8;45111 24441 ?.435Z?544 
344511 7 154271451713425577437 





34571138 811 5545577111 51 551 225 
345911 35 711565544764529571421 
34(,111 76 541 1 33455 4451 7271 4333 
34461164131454213255455311?244 





365811 41 8445421352541 °+21 22525 
34601 1 581 274244503204553542254 
34671185171 42.34111 2544531 42234 
34631122 4241322.55444137253/*33 346411841754534124254253142244 
34651142 854532.517754547443127 34661135 724213113244453523245 
346711 R61 7543/411 77245531 42?.54 346811 80181 43341 232242571 3'l. 234 
3/691 1 761 50431 21 241 542531 72454 34701121 4/44112545231134533313 
342111 5 14421431454234521432 347211 44 95411 ?11 524351 522?343 
347:511 811 62457211 i75455321 3547 347411 0 164432215151134241511 
34251167111431512222155'3533566 14761161 95423251421 4553522?52 
34271112 66121315974455'312145l 34781121 641432524211522422525 
3629117315545351222149579'32237 34801174 5452.321 51 231 3/2534417 
36811116 1442121571621;97654111 34821110 241142212112174211313 
34831111 711 33á5?/44?'t5751 :31 37 148411 h7 8442121 552111 571321 51 
348511771 5242;35111744347574 545 °14A611 K116r/?321 2:32445512321 4? 
348711481014215122743945177249 34881147 951114521241222422455 
34891146 904112549145/,55212237 34001176 541 23341 4241 3'?534?.44 
34011123 5343251334115123543?/; 349711/.2 824334114241223112433 
34031139 82431515522335714/.527 34941141 8444351152,54523214331 
34051154114425251775455511324? 34961133 754511522245553413523 




35(1711,o1254512113442552121543 3501 11 691 45453551 1744 S532i.32:12 
35031172165431552374455624237 350411521054332111256522515143 
35051127 541415147443134321512 350611771524345114254453437432 
35071111 7451 212551 4211 75 341 25 35081114 451 41 546221 321 31 32344 
35091132 614111257444752133315 351011481044112555441534235345 
351111 32 61421351144375'3474414 351211621214236552245253141433 
35131137 725215133;34516112234 351611871714534111254553541234 
35151941 844115545743155411325 351611771554537.1142?.4553131544 
35171131 624412155753347523475 359811671244532512213455351235 
351911751 51 43?5521 7535531 21 457 35201144 954132531454252122313 
3571119 841117.75141171325431x 35271161124414251524352251'1333 
352314581244112515441155245'3 352411731514534111254553142231 
35751135 7445732112274551;452255 357611861754515323254253122254 
35771178 654215432543345251537 35781146 954531124254213131531 
357911R216542625117545511?3254 353011651364132125446123221313 
3531115311542115347427551?5237 35171114 35515124523135241554 
35131154111423453/.754553513?51 35141137 634532523442157314353 
35351177154453511.3756157122252 353611 73 5445322555421 53221 31 2 
35171131 614114714251264135252 35381114 351311455151365234124 




354711 511 0541 1 551 57335531 ?11 47 354811771 41 423411 1 2245511 432:14 
35l.911871734534124754453142224 355011781614535141254453141232 
355111 5711 2421 211 475;i75>5221 45 355211 2 101005003010000255010 
355311 2 144172125154353173721 35541115 341425225252425523151 
35551162171423?111141153142537 35561175 511532522234553121223 
355711 8 241112257441137553371 355811 5 141315155431422113414 
355911531114511511734557552254 35601162 85451252123315453314? 
356119Fi818?453452122455123224 35621124 644315153444535132132 
35631138 842447153241553544122 35641141 85453112521135:15222.41 
356511951914234117254'5'142?57 356611R01814233115254553142'2.34 
35671122 /144175125555112524651 35681141 944435524423551531232 
35691123 5421125557421173q1423 357n11 501 01 534;31 52223571523145 
3571119118142341117545531?_234 35771126 554432145442535224135 
357311 9 734145554743345214424 35741179 654311235443464111542 
35751131 644155517334346113135 357611611214535522254553222241 
357711701414212514274557272235 35781152105413215534345452:1333 
3579115110544145173455.155,51445 358011731554534115224553243343 
35811126 544172.45544271653537? 35F271 1 571 05434551 4441 5512134:33 
3583116413245161147545-31s2257 3584114o 854?s351 31?51 5533421 33 
35851147 9A/44554121457S41351 35861 1 Fí01 61 4!i3"í1 1 1 ?1 45511 31 1 44 
35871 16?1 244311 5S/L44555351 4311 358811/81061532113251152314313 
358911641124335514444'351312444 359 n1 1601 21 44321 1 52535531 4243? 
3591117214545141117445535/2534 3571 1 781 6545351 2221 455?c1 21 354 
35031186175441511'3254551612534 :5s61 1 5411 445351 21 2341 5 3552253 
3505,11'37 7442111 5?7435425?1 41 1 35961164 94421 ?_51 32441 531 2?423 
350711711454235111?54/,231?423? 35981171142453451:5244151152244 
35091169144421512771455'1;1?47 36001175 544112125445352522325 
IL-37 
36021130 A 5423211 2251 55311 4431 
360411 481 01 431 25254445 á;321 1 432 
36n6115114423?113254553423242 
360811721654313513254453513452 
36101120 4334223 324321 1 222231 1 
361 711 RR1 85423311 1 2545531 41254 
36141146 954115552343122124524 
36161172 441512214252514433513 








36171143 92451511775153r,233451 361811711454551114254553342134 
36191143 944334117244157225524 367011501054312521453353532344 
3671118617542345112545a;1?2245 362.211 5 134434214344232243154 
36231117 75115551-4244559522152 36?411 R71 71 42341 1 4'2.245,`.°>31 42244 
36251130 6513153124.35127223445 362611751551535514254553133224 
3677115711544r:553125524;1ti153r. 36281153114453251322455333?_242 
36291161121453511125445'3571516 36301 1 43 9342,1 352245341 25241 51 
:i611116513142351217'41553113235 363211R4)181423411325455312?244 
36331162 85451351 5 71 45 23?1'3'257 367411481034535542251543233524 
36351146 9441113271112.3142152 361611771414235142251453521421 
36771137 75423211173455311237 ;363811841714234121254553141221 
36191135 74511554574555-457432'1 3640115611?5132545241153234313 
364111 R 254534/.45)42511.352537 364211 7 151355231141513113425 
364311-0 8421 552311 41 51311 3475 364411 661 ;3545325452441 5534"2.331 
36451 1 40 841232552244253171313 364611 891 8545341 1 1 2544531 2?.:354 
364711 45 901 431 51 24211 521/1 (153 36481166134441415224445:7241132 
364911 9 ?51432121 5231 1.1 ?/13251. 365x)11 5511 3451 21 22?44351521 245 
365111 501 n4414551 2/,5455357.544 365711641334232535224523122244 
3653115411224151377243%Z5:52121 365411671314554113531553531423 
36551144 914245511214353111441 3656117?5155423411?_254553142233 
36571117 141112335745'341?14340 365811751534235113255253152234 
365911 46 954244521 ?541 557?_514. :366011 5611 441 4227524411 211 431 2 
36611137 73451555143314453113? 36671173 541102255445115000000 
366311561124235122273451111132 366411 4 141033055210321113003 
366511851714314121254551142244 366611551144531511241153522.533' 
3667116914442321222444532232.42 36681113 344532552414142231313 
366911 6()1 2241 421 4775455351224? 3x5701 1 681 45453551 424435 31 31 241 
362111731554212112226457492247 36771 1 6:31 34421 451 3?.545531 22.254 
36731 1 531 1/+421.551 47245231 332??1 36741 11,4 921421 252.1 42435532324? 
36751144 944577525744557?12323 3676118417542341102545531??244 
367?119519;34234111?54557142224 367811491011214123244521131222 
36791 1 731 5345,{51 247447? 75A?572 36801160 8211 32545211 261533541 
368111511n5142?57.174425351.3554 368211 5 1242151225537.62153524 
368311501031514344244114253471 36841114 3641 2434522531 34411 25 
368511 35 721415542111157-1-42429 36R61116 75451 41 4244211 41 24431 
36f/711221414232513254551563242 368811 xiR1 45423111 4451 5532221 34 
36891134 7545111294444171/5455 36901165134453554342.3523123442 
369111751511212531754553511447 369711891814235121254453141524 
36931144 942311 525451 573511 414 160411 7 1 41 54525531 35 í2.4351 23 
36Q51142 84421212511:312;115154 36061144 924234515214525232533 
36971140 861542525241231241311 369811 1 1 51 433442343251 243545 
_369911601254512521754ti55454351 370011401044232555244543142353 
u-38 
370111 2 1245133561716-72N2454 370211 37 654532531 2441 5211 1 221 
37n311751554315123?145571514S? 37041147 844232551444353232325 
37051126 54154525??41151?.11131 37061157117.4215513255453522545 
3707116012545:75514215532311149 370811 46 9542351 21 444553532523 
37091134 755311124554271511241 371011551144112544243545531442 
371 111 751 55423511x72255'i1 13541 371 211751 51 42311 22540á31 42244 
371311881814272121756557121247 371 411 891 81 4234111 3245531 42252 
371511591?.44531115a44451557 37161160124443251531143512525? 
37171162121234512725447513524 371811811714232513254153142252 
371911811614514122774557532144 37201 1 551 1 4431 25222 33253521 322 
37711125 5223235574425274m5341 37771134 754235514322112225131 
37731 1 621 2541 ?.'2.51 3441 755531 23? 37261111 65453357.1 3444435541 35 
377ti117R16545?552/.254551512231 37761145 914535115244553543224 
37771139 84157152144117.2314347 37281137 744112155241341235312 
377911091014234521754557142254 37701131 631115122453057554511 
37311112 6542555257511373?1417 3721139 844?32112211124134522 
37731137 72453342177155722553'x 37341143 924315131425344151432 
37351134 7141412557413271?3111 37361117 241143232453415413121 
37171173 554341155452717215157 37181114 736035114244123234352 
3739116914342131112445515,13257 37401119 444235124255354525453 
37411126 54235?757443741544135 37471151105453512224455315452? 
37/,31183175323512325475=1/12?34 374411501224335111214553112145 
371ti11881R442?25117445153?237 3747,11891814234121251}453141254 
374711711/114554121?5445z1422?4 37481146 941431511343433515414 
3749115R122.42.32122713157244251 37501135 73411215224;i5?314113? 
3711120 44427,4143215137757451 37571146 931132151245155222431 
37531123 52124554177125531354/ 375411661344232522244555221342 
375511 7 141575544320031233351 37561127 44113152544211??24143 
37571156115411412144175'7243142 375811 731 554345111 2544541 47.54:3 
37591146 94411"21557451531{'73141 37601146 944345624251453523242 
37l1 1 1 651 3545,51 31,754/,53553241 37671 1 1 8 444325142253553113543 
376311641354234121:114451122253 37641170165453551125455352?244 
.3'16511611?31.2345112445571721/4 37661128 611332411252553142254 
376711761554334121721553573134 37681119 431445152543564545131 




37771 1 861 71 433451 1.7545571 ?254? 377M 1611 25451 411 32442.551 27531 
3779116814545312127455-4172154 178011 43 Q1 453411 27.541 531 32241 
378111571154555515461554452436 37821128 6511 4251 5441 5111 '2.'i45? 
37831176151453411/,774553117257 378/1119 44134525424131252.2351 
3785117F153423511727455:132?31 37861147 9.`'14442512243543522151 
37871145 9323245321.54551577.115 37R811/7 861531-524255353135332 
378911741534545111244153112541 370n1174165r335112264553511253 
3701119419145;i4111754557142254 37021143 925132514453411525214 
370311711/54532115753';57521347 379411'18 814332155433123234331 
37061121 4542111 51 421 51 4.1 44355 
37081 1 5411 4453451 4231 55341 1542 
38001176 544315521451551412432 
37A91 1 5311 2451 251 ?273157.2.1 34;i= 
3771 1 1 5711 5421 551 51 5455451 41 4/; 
37731 1 841 7542 {4111 75455311?244 




38011140 F5443155174.15535511?_3 38071124 542413245442454214112 
3Fn311591?2424551745175'111245 3804116(124453?114211552112132 
3fin511 521 (4411 555c4731 531 c11 343 381 1 711 45455351 22545 531 ?1 240 
38n71130 6145321132/32524/2253 38nR1135 744132552441112234312 
38n911841754235511574553532534 888812 n 035452341321154215322 
381017 0 154112434414512415114 381112 n 151251451424234121152 
381217 2 151314114775155212324 381112 4 154415453415523124411 
381417 5 124455321754017415543 381512 5 134235121425133222122 
- 381 ó1 7 5 154125234142445335231 38171 2 6 1 5421 541 2431 2?3223454 
381817 7 14.7.432.117411537521337 381912 7 13142112311214513313? 
387012 7 1 311 41111 311 ?111 3111 7 382112 7 1 31 52551 3454551 232343 
387217 7 154112415445ti377.1432j 382312 ß 214235415451332000000 
387417 8 234153411345731173323 382512 0 25435244143212.3112421 
387617 9 22423543352554521117.4 .582712 9 254215252122351355432 
38781? 9 71 44?431 55521165:{21 54 38201 21 n 254355414121232313143 
38101710 752255217445451155133 38311210 254215415115?21324145 
38A21710 23055541 71 31 33321 .5521 38131210 254435415154354241312 
38141210 23221 241 411 2747:ï1 2:i?_4 38351 211 23451 541 21 44454254534 
38361711 234445357352417575211 38371211 234142424311235133422 
38181711 ?33215214111537?13211 38391211 214514454554421111551 
38401711 233274717713741244125 3411217 23321241135125?315315 
38421712 ?3232474tti15133411417_5 38431217 251325432212143113212 
38441213 333421417412525111451 38491211 334431 42231 1 41 431 21 51 
38461713 35.5175427571235175515 38471213 333152125113144354523 
38481 71 3 334324537451213341417 38601216 3341 1 541 4553321 31 41 25 
38501714 333224117414537272577 38511 21 5 33243511 4311 3332211 22 
38521715 x5214/.4175417?%11212.7 38531215 353442214331531143425 
38541715 31453542l./.14525112121 38551215 33143321543431?123512 
38561715 333424251471757473515 38571215 331543241111223152114 
38581 716 1341734451115-35412341 38501216 354444321744235122121 
38601716 353545427453535772121 38611217 333255431325215111223 
38621217 331141437141642113122 38611 71 7 3341 33311 42453?3?_.5421 
38641217 305143551410747535107 38651217 332535125345523343323 
38ó61718 434243345414534133425 38671218 433241325434253142513 
38681218 1.5443421 571 4531 3/2533 38691218 453451 5451 2'2.431 1 1 2345 
38701 71 ß 433022337351211312221 38711219 4561 2541 41 1 42111 24421 
38721710 43312352711437.1112323 38731210 43524211512221512:.{525 
38741 719 414532549673112212111 38751 210 453432145451411211525 
38761 719 115435343N341 7j1 71 5527 38771 270 43442,21241 44322371422 
38781 770 t,51445217114457512142 38701770 45535541322151 4411 243 
3880122n 4324225441541752.15511 38811220 47343511 2421 j11121 41 23 
38821720 451:1?5325712451113117 18811221 433134422427x1?.17.2513 
38841721 113451512y51 52?? 1411 41 38851 771 43231 4:1244345247i4525 
3P,861 721 45341154111 757711 ?.474 38871 7?1 4j7421 434332.43111 5525 
38881272 413453411414421223121 38891 277 433355415355221122121 
38401 722 1.531 52421 142527254523 38011227 43:555531 5431 231.3355?3 
38021 ?22 6134211121723114227 38931 277 433554243541521214311 
38041 77.3 5:124113541433713224424 380 51 221 532124313424231213515 
3801723 533335415474533312324 38071271 544222415455431132513 
38981723 552113517141717311514 38091221 55215433435423212.5121 
IL-40 
39001773 553113425A1375411212; 39011273 551731434111243225435 
39021723 534243415)13721312423 39011274 533225545454531221112 
39041 724 53331 235/.325741 31111 7 39051274 5321 /+231 541 45 331 41 521 
39061724 5334354344417_3114113 39071276 552245351325521124325 
39081724 5342552451251/,231317 39091224 535445514442316215312 
39101725 533154525175724711345 39111275 553223545223531312512 
-39121225 1531 21441 54;5763:<1 21 31 391A1225 553115445325752225112 
39141225 5343555341551 ?71'2.4225 391 51 275 553431 54544321131 4522 
30161726 5.324323251117?3115117 39171276 532435345541534131222 
39181776 553355141111136211125 39191277 532231414415244322111 
39201227 553257.32/.521743272527 39711277 551223612545245513515 
39721727 532135254111146215325 392'51227 534442435354225225224 
39741727 533435524173724211327 30251277 533242154512355142512 
39761 777 53321 2451 441 52721 4527 39271 277 557513561 5421 313231 51 3 
39781727 551243215421537214534 39701277 552435412535524213312 
39101777 514146615315721224446 39111227 532455511543355215365 
39321727 55335313/;[12527312115 39331278 634251255545231236413 
39141728 633245451.141737271117 3915122A 652244324421515224113 
39161778 61231241457.754357.23127 3917127A 651324325414534323412 
39181 728 63127514413124131251'4 3919122A 6;í24341 54542:ç3221 2323 
39401229 632174125A15725174521 39/11229 643534512455134212312 
3962/729 633455415471573211122 39411279 633221424111513113115 
39l.41 7á9 65 34731 241 74"í1717.4521 39651 279 6753214142343523123524 
30461729 613221225174221173115 39471229 634314425514424121525 
39681730 652275157411?21111114 394912.30 633244324314525121520 
39501211 63?23435137153-.177.515 39511211 652545541521542443123 
39521231 633334556445636113521 39511271 652155415114525146553 
39541731 6354143515754731111117 39551231 632235524143531314523 
39561731 63752645716532?375514 39571271 632425145311531234152 
39561732 61543541555333112125 395912.37 632125535344233223323 
35+601732 63424101 63345541 751 2.? 39611217 633323434112317143525 
39621732 654173527414517224143 39611231 753433455124512224115 
3964/733 74543/+31554373327/.527 39651233 732231455411214143421 
39661733 732465425151536714343 39671234 732254124525321231242 
396812'44 742345166525532215517 30691246 752355144553531212515 
39701 736 73?_34_352411 2.741 514527 39711 714 753344724423317.21 ?524 
39721774 753142/157513L.7G11?_115 39711275 712235243413151122522 
39741235 73216141717514214525 39751235 732523424315522211515 
39761 715 7;3231 661 2671 /x172341 21 39771 275 737.353141 525535321 522. 
39781735 75234555;v11512261517 39791716 7322511543211152152.21 
39A0173h 7532..3,[.123i72/,1'r713517 39A11216 7,512411424243/5246513 
39A21216 75353514661 171/.21 41 11 39A11716 73323342452451 3222523 
39A412.36 734473/12.6/,:7c7/,1711 /.521 39A51276 7;52435144321 5152.1 23?2 
39861737 73433442.731 553/,21 411 7 39871277 7344431 44435 54'11 24543 
39881737 75317,43561455777.61514 39A91237 732545444321121?.15151 
39901737 732233324341331215527 3901127gA 853441544111233214324 
39921 7:58 83344341444311 L.11 3323 39041278 8:324324155z1 253141 324 
39941718 835422311125537211327 39051238 833232544421321221515 
39961 7:38 8334355417421533225122 39971 219 83245124132342121112 
39981739 83323,3545213477151q 39091210 812155350343533142225 
It -41 
85214j6451>5523>15312 40011>Sq 844332354341531233515 40001739 
40021739 832261545325521212327 40031739 8331434454415444124543 
40041739 852462214324533113525 40n51230 8425144114152?3212513 
40061739 832442325A717312.13553 40071239 833454141541323112.32? 
40081740 833245345141543214527 40091240 833432124323511224513 
40101240 832455414311235273115 40111?.4n 85435.3444544331115115 
40121240 85345?.115'í334.33112317 40131240 832133224311235222542 
40141740 832234135175'3262.13527 40151240 853323511343371152322 
40161240 8.341 4541 44456344?11 347 401 71 24n 832444344321 23221 31 22 
4081740 f353334425445533213125 401912440 833352351545231221347 
40701740 833444455413515223517 40711240 85442541453123211?115 
40721 240 841 2351 21 4511 ?31 4}21 44 40211260 83343441 552545321 2.1 23 
40241740 81244423441211241?4125 40751240 855452341125555215312 
40761741 8511[F555S371517114547 40271241 832242445544531234525 
40781241 812215145151451512125 40701241 813442544125521354312 
40301 741 831243144151623242521 40311241 8374351 245231 35231 525 
40321741 8354451245517311?2127 40371241 832245415333534212312 
40341 241 8351 32454.321 5 3631 5 52? 40351242 832451 544321 342322542 
40361 742. 831252245121511214122 40271 242 832332644525151213112 
40181262 831 24:341 447452111 2526 40191242 81 32_331 5545422311 2425 
40401742 832455521325721124527 40411242 833432514445125111113 
40621242 A:í24451235.7.1537114317 40431243 932445444411312215112 
40441743 9;.í53:s51413?35544.?.15317 40451243 933432144125234211142 
40461 7441 9332.42341 321 531 22031 7 40671 24.3 934455311 3353341 35324 
40681743 933245157411511244125 44491243 954321123427521115223 
40501743 9:32330110321532211117 40511763 92214100005500421212? 
40521743 43514.51445153421511? 40531261 9244414215415:14111312 
40541743 933345456135524212514 4055124+3 9:334225?4343214213513 
40561244 93221535141253122251'7 40571 244 912425414513535312122 
40581744 933441344121231235372 40591244 952355414123431115543 
40601244 9323523145741444112347 4611244 935455541212132244544 
40621744+ 974435434A75531114122 40631264 932242434323332212512 
.4ú641 744 935432141525434214117 40651 2444 93343444453553111 2111 
40661 245 932.4ti5331 4711 35?11 31 5 40671 ?_445 935452421321551225322 
40681745 951145144115735112112 40691245 953125315421211212513 
40701745 9334535144754743212115 40711245 933252412415531312221 
40721745 912242345175'7317.15122 40731265 933412455414233113525 
40741 7446 932212416121322112311 40751 266 932453451 445534244322 
40761 746 9:35462135141745114371 40771 24,6 93415544564153521531? 
40781246 93347531715352?112123 40791246 933551434321512151515 
408(11766 9321434454541334274517 40811246 933435154311252215122 
40821746 933'5231 ()5614531 274523 408112447 952135245321171213525 
40841 247 93341 5413341 G:311 4411: 448512447 95244552413151421152? 
40861747 9341553544351121211323 408/1247 935445344325323212322 
40881267 9322/.4356625714162525 40891247 9324423443417.51424322 
40Q017447 932254345322s44.114527 40011247 933413444351521221125 
40021 7481 033441 4244'121 531 21 1 545 40Q31 2481 05343351 542451 32321 22 
404417481033452424321535215317 409512481032245211541555225342 
40961 24.81 037_4524443?554621 2527 40971 2481 031 45541 4531 531 ?27.1 22 
409ó1 7481 01251 241 5471 551 )1 2;127 40091 244R1 0321 222444255:31 244523 
]T -42 




41 081 2491 0332./,43451 54231?1 2521 41 nQ1 2.491 01544511 4444531 21 31 22 
411012691033462341111153115127 411112491012455344321232123233 
411217491n3335345534153521k1?7 411312601012425344121531211322 




41 721 2501 03353231 6641 1 7121 352.? 41 711 25 01 0123400401 51 40471 5 305 
41 741 ?5 01 031 432255/21 5 36?1 26?5 41 ?51 251 1 03232,53441 4322437.21 23 
41761?511/52455444561531113515 417712511052225415424531213322 
41781251103216541135461711412? 41 291 251 1 0334513445,31 1 1421 3322 




41181 7521 03323551 43547j6 11 211 6 41191 2571 0321 56?41 3255:1322351 3 
414012521n;í3454326171711?4?.32? 414112571033421134321554215322 






415412541112322116245131111527 41 551 2541 1 35452141 321 1 5421 532? 
41561254111346534561455721111? 415712541113432244125531235322 
41 581 75411 32435 346344531 2??.327 41 591 2541 1 5344?5341 32451 21 5222 
4160175511533454144?17712?3526 4161125511354354?43215z4215322 
416212551135235141125524215172 416312551131435424543111115521 
416412551141451341311721261262 41651 2.5511 37435:11 411 534125531 2 
41 661 7561 1 1236121 fi4211 7x111 573 41671 25611 514354541 21 551 21'552.?_ 
416817561137543344125114114317 41 691 7_5/,1 1 34445424431 53[.21 3545 
4170125611333[.214553111716252? 41711256113234514415252.1214123 
41 721 75711 3346741 5173A411 21 21 n 417312571131252544512134215312 
41741 7571 1 522'45645341 41 32 14527 41 751 2571 1 3245234531 3331 221 552 
417617571133465:145571154215327 41771257113244562552523421432.? 
41781257113215532635616135317 41 791 7571 1 354351 44325531 ̀2.1 5342 
41 Rrl1 7571 1 353651 4/.321 ?24215544 41 A1 1 2571 1 374:3241 5341 23421 5322 
41R212581?32435146331z1?2a5575 41R312.5x1232:342434321431213522 
41 841 2581 ?33Z621 23321 ?3/,1 1 ?_32? 41%45125)11253445224321336215322 
41 )1U1 25R1 732365?4657524411 2.31 7 41 R71 2.581 235425 31 41 4453421 252? 
41 R81 7581 232.43511 4141 533?1 4527 41;1912581233445144121536114112 




41081 7591 23341 241 5171 5 3577511 4 41441 7ß91 7 44441 5f12441 25 421 431 3 
IL-43 






4'2.1 21 7611 233452341 1?5 554?1 534? 421 31 2611 235442511421 53411 51 22 
421417611235431341371554.2.75315 4?1512611251135411445523122312 
42161 761 1 2311 451 51 1 13S1 1 21 7.34? 421712611233422115121221215542 
42181 7611 73245535/51 4514:31 2523 42191 ?611 2322451 44325531 21 3522 




427817631335443341A71-11421532? 42201 ?.611 3324453441 21 23111 51 22 
4230176313354323113?51?321552? 4231126313354321414553'21212122 




42401 2641132442354451 x3421 21 2x 42411 2.641332445345521 2347.1 21?_2 
42421764133?_552211355457215127 42/312651335442341321155235322 
424417651333452.1441?253x112525 424512651332431355351515114521 
42.461 7651 3324?1 41 5345731 21 51 77 424,71 2651 352245354321 33321 252?ç 








.42641 76R14351?2141 471 33421 53?? 47_4+51 2611 4324471 41 523?_21 235342. 
4?661 76111 431 447.1 41 121 71421 5327 4?671 7.6A1 4321 521 44421 5542351 ??. 
0681,/681412432141125156275312 42h91 2611 43541 541 2321 231 1 1 4577 
4270176R14323374447?1531214327 427112681417451141525155215322 
417217681435417.3411717.36111327 42711.2.611433445341321151115322_ 
47741 7691 452435545541 754.1 1 531 7 47_751 2691 43545535 0321 5?.321 231 2 
4?76176914254?5124,3735331132?_7 42771?60143:5445111322154214322 
427817691432452314775714215347 427912631435141:34134223321332? 
41101 7691 6344354241 {5?347.15317 42111270141364714153123411532? 
47R21770143i44y1451'S2 q11?15323 42R11?.7n141:352514412313421?322 
4?A41 ?7n1 4321 4 51 24. 437 f54 71 5127 42A51270141544554432111421532? 
4?A617701437257.311371533?1517x 42.171?701433455321145151'2.1631? 
42881 7701 43444.1 344371 511 274.1 45 47.101 27r11 435451 6.1 1 541 3341 1 2522 
42901 2701 43634541 41 71'í1 1 21 51 25 4?n1 1 2701 412435341 321 53521 5322 
42921 7701 4351 521 57441 4?.6232524 429312701432345141323511211522 
42041 7701 432442341 371 1 5421 5327 420 51 27n1 435 445341 321 25 47..1 534? 
42961 2701 4354351 1 5371 1 2421 5347 42071 27n1 4124453441 21 5?4355322 
42981 7711 4353353441 71171 ?1 4177 47001 7711 4?S?4i4541 535 5 31 51 225 22 
IL-44 










' 4370177115324174115717?47.15327 432117.731535432141321135221322 






















436617781635115249'321174211322 43671 ?7R1 6 32451 341 321 25421 2322 




43761779163532141121214215327 43771 2Rn1 6:35452?41 31 51 54;i1 5.31 2 
4:17817R0163344514117173421432? 43701?Rn163543534555151421411? 
418017R016353453411755'41225327 43P112Rn161545?141321154?.153?? 
43R21 7Rn1 63544z341 321 S51 ??5367 43,431 2xn16 37442141 5211 31 21 5.3?2 
43A41 7Rn1 f 35457311 1?1 J341 1 532? 43Rd 2g1163545?1 41 5;11114?1 5322 

























44341 7851 7344521 41 1?11 3L27.532? 441512861735452141521154215327 
44361786173545233157115411532? 4437128,61734452421321551215322 
44381 7871 735487341 5?11 54'21 5327 44191 2871735452341 3231 24?.1 5322 
44401 2881 835442341 3?1 1 51 21 532? 4441 1 28R1 835432341 321 1 51 21 5322 
444212881835457_3411?1155115317 4443128818354353413215517.25312 













447017981935452341121154215327 447112 n 114211414413435521154 
9999 A 0 01234567891214567890n ++** 
]I-46 
ANNEX III 
PROGRAM 1 (ICI, FORTRAN) 
analyses recruit records to give the frequency of 
item success by attainment band. 




































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Frequencies of item success by attainment band. 
Explanation 
This Annex is first referred to on p. 123. Each line in the 
tabulation refers to a test item. The first column holds the test 
number and the second column of figures the item number within the 
test. The item sequence is from 1/1 to 12/20. At the head of each 
test is a line apparently for item 0. In the 19 columns following 
the 0, this line gives the number of recruits taking that test at 
attainment bands 1 to 19. The final column in this header line gives 
the total number ofrecruits who took the test. For the individual 
items each line shows the number of recruits getting the item right 

































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































PROGRAM 2 (ICL FORTRAN) 
evaluates the smoothed probabilities of item success 
conditional on attainment. 
(First referred to on p. 125.) 
MASTER S1OOTHP4urk 
DIMENSION N4AND(23,,NTiANolP,I(2),NBASE(19) 15MOUTHP(20). 
FORmAT214,1913,15, 
11 FoRmATt1H 17HERROR 1) 
14 ;ORmAT(1H ,214/1H 120Fr),4) 
14 FOtimAT(1H f?(15,314)). 
NBAND(1),NRANDM,NRANO(22),NBAND(23) = 0 
NBANDI(I(1),NBANDIRI(2),NBANOIRT(22),NbANDIR1(23) P 0 
DO 100U 101=102 
READ(1110)0WPT,ITEM,(NRAND(1),T=7.21),NPT 
IF (NOwPT-IC1) 770,0,770 
IF (ITNI) 770,0,77u 
- - - 
NBAsE(1)=N6AND(3)+NeANo(4),NANo(5) 
Do looe Ic2 = 2,19 
N8ASE(ICe) = NASE(IC2-1)+NRAND(IC244)mNfiAND;IC2-1) 
1004 CONTIN4E 
DO 100i IC3 = 1,20 
READ(1 1 0 ) Al N2 ( N3 AND IR1(1)21 ) N3 
770'0,770 
LASTIN = 
mOVINGFREQR = NPANuipI(3)+NBAN)IN/(4) 
DO 1004 104 = 1,19 
- ' 
_ , - _ - - 
MOVINGFROR MOVIN6PREOR+NBANOIP.1(IC4+4)FILAST/N 
SMOOTHP(IC4) = FLOAT(MOV/WiFkWR)/FLOAT(NBASECIC4)) 
C NU ZERVTRAR FOri H/S DIVISION UR FUR SHOUTHP(20) BELoW 
LASTIN -1..,JJANDIRI(IC4) 
1004 cONTINUE 




GO To 330 
7/) WRITE(4111) 






Smoothed probabilities of item success conditional 
on attainment band. (Graph plots of these values 
appear in Figure 23 and Annex VII.) 
Explanation 
This Annex is first referred to on p. 125. The tabulation 
gives the probability of item success for recruits at attainment 
bands 1 to 19 for the 240 items of the pool. 
The format has two lines for each item record. The first two 
entries in the first of the two lines give the test number and the 
item number. The remaining 19 entries in the two lines are the 
probabilities. Each probability value is given with one figure 
before the decimal point and four after. Each page holds the 
information for the twenty items of one test. 
-1 
1 1 1,00000,96550,93370,91380,93060.93100.94620.96590,9000 
o .99001 . 0n0n0 , 9R 5hn , 9R/,40 o85n0 .9R370. 9R21 1 . 00nn1 . 00001 , 0000 
1 2 0.50000.55170.57780.70690.77780,77010.77420.82950.8500 
0,84550.844R0,A.R490,80120.89470.91060,95540.97440,96610.9762 
1 3 0,61110,62070.68890,75860,75000.75860.78490,79550.8300 
0.881 R0.91 3ß0. R99n,911 60.91730.92680.91070,96150.94920.9524 
1 4 0,50000.51720.60000,70690,77780.82760.88170,92050.9400 
0,94550,95690,956ß0,945611.95400.95930.96430.97441,00001.0000 
1 5 0.33330,31070,40000.5000,0,55560.64370.66670,70450.7600 
0.80000.82760.A7770.89800.917-40.94310.95541.00001.00001.0000 
1 6 0,38800.37930.46670,53450,5972.0.65520,70970.75000.8100 
0,80910,83670,87050,88440,89470.93500.95540,97440.96610.9762 
1 7 0.72221).0_410,777810.86210,91670.90800.9i,620.9F590.9500 
0.96360.9Q14n.9Q2R0.98640.99250.99190.99110,94721.00001.0;100 
1 8 0.61110.ri897n,777Rn.79310.86110,89660.91400.897710.950t1 
0.9364..^.,,93970,9530.952.40,95400,95930.95540.97440,96610,9724 
1 g 0,3R890,37930,44440.56000.61110.66670.74190.79550,8600 
0.89090.93970.93530.93200.91730.93500.91960,93590,94920.9762 
1 10 0.53330.31030.26670.2414n.27780.27591.29030.31821.3500 
0.327.7,0.37070.0570.43540.451111.53660.62500.74360.76271.8810 
1 11 0.7222.0.75860,84440.87070,93060.95400,97850.96590,9900 
0.96360.956.90,956P0,96600.96240,98370_99111 .00001 ,0r001 00100 
1 12 0.27780.27590.2.4441,29310.31940.33330.36:60,40°10.4400 
0.45L50. 50860.554110.57820.646hfi.73170.80360. g9746610.9762 
1 13 0.222.?0.L480.40000.50000,75560.59770..66670.70470.7100 
0.763t0 .810n0,8417n.863°0.024R0,95120.97320,9?21 .0t?r.101 .0000 
1 14 0.33330.31030,46670.50000.52780.52870,55910,48860,4700 
0. 4909n, 51720.52i,r,, 54420. 5940i).59350.60710.61540.6610+1, 6667 
1 15 0.44440.58620.6889.1,A1070.83330.85060,88170,89770.9300 
. h -1 1 A A s. A' . f. _. A l A A A 
0. 4 50.YRZt30,97171Î,'v7ìri,j,vr(4,1.9ßJ/t),9`vC 11 ,v11'JV Ï.xii1J I.l1VVtl 
; 16 0.27780.37930.53330,70690.79170.86210,91400,94320.9600 
0.97270 .9R280.97840.97960.985n0.98370.08211 , 00i)01 . g0î;01 . 0000 
1 17 0.16670,206Q0.24440.2.5860.30560.29890.29030,?06s?0.3600 
0.36360,40520.L8200.503410.54890,61700.70540,78210.83050,8810 
1 18 0,22220.?0690.22920.22410.19440.19540.19350.20450,3400 
0.37270,43970.53240.54860.6316n, 79R0.85710,97440.98311.01)00 
1 19 0.33330.37930.44440.43100.43060.5172.0.58060.60230.7200 
0.76360,80170.R05R0.8163f1.R346(i.8ß62n,91070.96151 .00x.01 ,01)00 
1 20 0.11110.172<<0.222210.17240.20830.25290.30110.306RV.3400 
0.38180.39660.36690.38780.42110.41460.49110.60260.62710.7143 
2 1 0.55170.619100,7091J.7931n.81160.ß5710,90630,90740,9274 
0.94700,96070.94R10.94410,03980.94530.Q5410.97651 ,00001 .0n00 
? 2 0.82760,R810(),90910.013R!1.95650,96430.94790,95370.9677 
0.97730.07730.9R52n.97900,47741).97660.97250.97650.QA080.9714 
2 3 0.55170.61900.69090.75QAn,34060.86900.8e540,37960,8871 
Ø9167O .9091 0.92500.9í41 0,96240,96(190,9R170.9Rry21 . 0()001 .0000 
2 4 0 . 41 3ß0.4!14Rn.47270.1:8280.55070.58330.68'/5:). 74070.7903 
0,86360,90910,92590.93010.9540n.95310,96330.96470.98080.914 
2 5 0.344R0.42860.50910.517?r1.5Q420.66670,72'a20,76350.8306 
0.89390,9180.9S560,9I,S00.9ß500.98440,990>0,98821 . 0íl(101 .t)0(;;t 
2 6 0.17240.21430.2()û00.1897,).21740.20240.18750.23150.2742 
0.29550,34090.414R0.47550.55640,65630,73390.7R320.R8460.3571 
2 7 0.4ft?_8c0.50000.56360.5517r).60470.69050.75n00.777,R0,8:31)6 
0.8712(!,901 50,9?59n.951010.96240.97660.99081 .0000 1 , 000n1 .0!100 
2 8 0,379-40.47620.56360.60340.75360,R0950.86470.>37040.5952 
0.91670.9621 C.97n4n.Q9301 .000n0,94440.98170.97h50.961 {0.4i6,?9 
2 9 0 , 37930. 404Rn 36360. 41 3Rn ,42030.3929i1 .4 1 670,, 47:'_2 ) , 475? 
O. 5455?.6591i),71850.7g3?0.8571n.8Q+340.91 r'4í).95?_91 .0t'{101 .0r,0!) 
2 10 0. 069n!?, 071 40, 05450. 069(1n.05s?!)0, 0C76G.04"t 70.01. 6i , x)4 84 
O. 075R0, 075R0. r1RR0n, 11 R00.1 C=29û.1 661 ̂ . 211 rFr+.27060.3269^.371!. 
?. 11 0.44830 , 595?() , 65450.75ßf,F) . 84,)h0. 469CC, t3?',R0,9U740. ̀ )1 1 3 
0.94700.96210.06300.97200.07746.97660.990ß0.98821.00001.0000 
2 12 0, 27590, 404R0. 4364c0. S690O, 6957+0.79760, 20. $981 O. 8871 
0.g1670.931R0.04070,96500,98500.91220,9:00,9k820.98081 .000«J 
2 13 0 .241 41. 3333n, 4182J. 51720. 6R1 20. 7-;190.81 25!). k611,). 5629 
0.89300.92/.20.94.070.95100.9771,0.97610.0171.00001.00001.0n00 
2 14 0,3400.42860,5?731,.53700.7910.7203,7701),777R0.e065 
0»1R70. 87R8,7 .41 1 1 n.9371 0.94740 .96g80.981 70 .97650 .98080 , 9%1 4 
2 15 0.2/59ti.3n950, 34550.41380.42F)30.40480.45t;3F0.47220, 1.435 
0 O,:Q24 ,i?%70,570:+n,6(040,6468¡,6=«lsÚ.7IJ60,67ti^0,.;(31!1,7143 
2 16 0.3400.33100.3R180.43100,42030.55950,56250.58330.5Añ7 
O. 63640.628R+). 59?_6F0. 63640.6391 íì. 57190.6Re1 0.8118Ù.846`tF0.9143 
2 17 0.1 040.119n0.1091 .).137Q1.1Q0.1429{),14580, 129F,0.1 790 
0.11360,1?89,),13330.16080,188,()0,1')7?0.20180,22350,250!)0.2 û00 
2 18 0.1370n.1667n.1R1ß0.17240.14490,14200.145ti0,15740,1694 
0. 18940. 22730. 23700. 2R670 . 33R. 42970. 4862f+. 561.7C). 63i;60. 6R57 
2 19 0.1721{0. 1 4?00. 1 4550, 1 0340. 11 500.11900, 125F00, 1 2960. 1 61 3 
O .16670.1 51 50.20740.25r?70.778?_1).35160.440r{!0.458810.5000(?, 5714 
? 20 0,206Q0.19050.20000.17240.21740.25000.23960.29630,3548 
0.37880.46210.57740.63640,684?0.76560.80730.83530.88460,9143 
-3 
3 1 0.76920,71740.74600.72,860,75000,74710.78130,79590,8214 
0.83760.83870.85000.84920,8571!1,84480.88000.90000,90910,9118 
3 2 0.538 0,58700.h1900.'714n,73/50.8276n.8R54Q.92860.9464 
0,95730,95970.08330,QQ211.00001.00000.99000.98750.98180.9706 
3 3 0, 8770.86960,8R89n,9420n,96250,96550.97920.98980,9911 
0.99151.00000.v9170.99210,97480.97410.97000.97500.96361,0000 
3 4 0.15380.19570,31750.3571n.33750.40230.44790,38780.4107 
0.41030.40320.39170.43650.47060.54310.57000,65000,69000,7059 
3 5 0.11540.21740.25401.;?4290.33750.41380.45830.54080.6429 
0.70940. 7661 0 . 8667r) . R96R0 .941 ?n . 95690 , 97000.97500.981 81 . 0fi00 
3 6 0.03R50,n4350,03170.08570.11250.17240.23960.30610.3661 
0,42740,49190.58330.65870,74700, 86?0.RR000.93751.00001.0000 
3 7 0.46150.47830,5?380,.'2860.70000.70110.80210,85710.8839 
0.90600.93550.95000.95240.95800.97410.98000.98751.00001.0000 
3 8 0.19230.17300.17460.17140.18750.20690.2?920.25510.2679 
0.24790,20030,31670,33330.38660.50000.55000.63750.74550,8529 
3 9 0.19230.28260,26980.31430,32500.25290.23960.21430.1786 
0.15380.18.550.17500.23020.260S0.34480.43000,51250.56360.7353 
3 10 0.26920.45650.50790.60000.65000.71260.78130.83670.8482 
0,8803û,01130,01670,92n60,941?n.93970.940n0,93750.92730,9118 
3 11 0.92310,89130.92060,94290.05000.94250.94790.94900,9554 
0.95730.96770.90170.90210.09161.00001.00001.00001.00001.0000 
3 12 0,23080.26090.2R570.31430,36250.37930,39580.4597.0,5357 
0.598>30.68550,79170.82540.85710.87070.87000.88750.89090,8824 
3 13 0.26920.34780,44440.41430.50000.5Q770,63540.63270.7500 
0.76070,79030.85000.89680,90760.95690.95000.97500.98180,9706 
3 14 0.38460.46650.40210,54290,56250.60920.66670,69390.7500 
0.76g20.79840.84170.88710.86550.91380.92000.91250.94550.9706 
3 15 0.57690.65220.71430.78570.77500.82760,88540,90820,9196 
0.96580.97580 .96670,96830.97480,982.80;980()1 .0n(2n1 .00l1n1 0nnn 
3 16 0.50000,5435(),63490.72860.76250,77010,85420,82650,8393 
O .85470. 8 520.90R30.92_860.95800,96550.96000,95000,98180.9706 
3 17 0.11540.10870.11110,11430.11250.19540.25000.25510.2589 
0,30770,29840,34170,39680,47900,50860.58000,62500.69090.7353 
3 18 0.15380,13n40.1?.7n0.1143r).10000.12640.17710.19390,2321 
0.29060.36290.40830.46030.56300.60340.62000.68750.76360.7059 
3 19 0,23080,26090.3175(),32860,36250,37930,47920.47960,5446 
0.56410.60480.605130.65870,69750.78450.84000.90000.96361.0000 
3 20 0.30770.32610.41270.44200,.45000.51720.59380,57140.6250 
0.67520.73390.79170.84920.86550.91380,92000.92500.94551.0000 
4 1 0, 81 080. R25n, 867A0, R63nf,91 ?1 fi,921 6n.91 670.91 270,9338 
o .024?0. 9"!8n.961 20.°S2.8n,°r,6l.o.947R1).95050.931?0.94230.9091 
4 2 0.83780,86270.89710.93150.9210.94124.97330,92860.9412 
0.05450,93850.94571),9 52Rn,°496rt.95650.97030.9R630.980f?0.9697 
4 3 0.783R0.84311),s35?90,917Rn,92310,94120,9?.500.9286G.9118 
0.0242n.93080.94570.96060.09160.98260.98020.98630.98080.9697 
4 4 0.24320.19610.1765n.15070.16480. 13730,19170.20630.n53 
0.26521).301)00.32.560.38580,453R0,51300.57430.63010.65380.6364 
4 5 0 13510.15690.26470.34250.39560.43140.50000.5230.5735 
0.63640.727,10.81)6?0.85830.00760.94780.98021.00n01.00001.0000 
4 6 0,16720.19611),21)590.24660.32070.37250.416.70,48410.5294 
0.57580,64620.74420,77170.80671).86090.90100.90414.94231.0000 
4 7 0.35140,47060.55880.69860.7912.0.83330.84170.85710.8897 
0.90910,9,r80,961?n,97640,974R0.99130.99011,00001.00001.0000 
4 8 0.243?n.?3530,205°0.16441).153R0.13730.15000.15080.1618 
0.23480,27690.31780.40160.44541).44350.50500.57530.55770.6364 
4 9 0.13510.11760.10290.08220.09890,09800.15000.16670.2132. 
0.21210,20770,?2480,259R0,28570.33040.42570.47950,51920.5455 
4 10 0,1!>>?0.?15%'0.22060.20550,19780.19610.22500.21430.242F 
0.25000.30770.30230,.37800.38660.46960.47520.53420.50000.5758 
4 11 0,89100.02160,97650.97260.97800.9F040.98330.99210.9926 
0.99Z41.00001.0Oí)01.00001.00001.00ng1.00000.9RF3n.9,8080.9697 
4 12 0.56760.64710.67',50.69861).72530.77450.75830,77780.7941 
0.80300.83850.89150.88980.91600.94780.92080,90410.92310,9091 
4 13 0.54050.6471 n.601 20.808?fl,90110.931 40.95000.96030.9706 
0,96970,97690,97670.99211,00001.00001.00001.n0001.00001.U000 
4 14 0.27030.41180.47060.57530.68130.72550.75000.76980.7941 
0.79550.80770,81400,83460,84030.86090.89110.90410.90380.9091 
4 15 0.16220,15690.13240.13700.15380.15<,90.13330.13490.1?50 
0.12120.1?310.21711).24410.310°n.38260.47520.50680.61540.6667 




4 18 0.29730.37250.45590.54790,61540.66670.70830.74600.8015 
0.F5410,90000,97350,95280.95800.97390.98020.97261.00001.0000 
4 19 0,18920.23530,32350.79730.48350.53920.59170.61000,6471 
0.71974.75380,81400,84250,89920.90430.95050,97261.00001.0000 
4 20 0.59460.67751).64710.71230.74730.78430.83330.85710.8897 
0.90150.90000,89920.89760,87390.90430.91090.90410.92311.0006 
5 1 1.00001,00001,00000.97010.97010.94670.94250.94740.9588 
0.96430.98?60.991?_n.9901.00001.00000.98360.98630.98330.9722 
5 2 0.93100.0?6R0.9 123(1.91040,8955,r,.R9330.9nR!)0.8R42U.8969 
0.919!,0.9391 0.94740.49030.99060.9R000.97730.97260.96670.9444 
5 3 0,65520,73170,80700,80F.0,97540,92000.93100.90530.9072 
0,91960.93040.912"i0.92230.4340n.93000.93180.95890.96670.9722 
5 4 0.448"i0.56100.59650.A5670.74630.77330.804(,0,83160.8557 
0.87500.90430.9?110.95150.98110,9°0n1.00001.00001.00001.000i 
5 5 0.75860,73170,77190,79100,83580.82670.87360.89470.9175 
0,94640.96520.97370.47090.98110,98000,97730.98631.00001,0000 
5 6 0.13740.09760.10530.11940.074r0.09330.17240.16840,1959 
0.223?.0,26090,32460,38830,50940,63000,71590.76710,83330,8333 
5 7 0.31030,41460.52630,67160.77610.85330.806e0.90530.9175 
0,92860,94780,96490.99030,99060.90000.98860.98630.98330.9722 
5 8 0.1379n.12?_00.15790.19400.19400.17330.21840.18950.2165 
0.24110.27830.28070,34950.452.80.54000.63640.78080.83330,8333 
5 9 e.20690.17070.14040.11°40.10450.12000.12640.13680.1340 
0.12500.13910,15790.16500.?547r,.34000.40910.52050.6000i,,6389 
5 10 0.31030.213°0.22810.?3880.22300.22.670,28740.29470,2887 
0.31250.31300.2`'R20.33ù10.;67°0.3700G,44320.53420.55000,6111 
5 11 0.51720.58540.68420.F2090.86570,90670.94250.93680.9588 
0.97320,96520.9737r;.99030.99060.99001.00001.00001.00001.0000 
5 12 r,31030,415ri,42110,597n0,68660.74670.79310.°3160.8351 
0.87500.8°570.9%74n.9Rn61.00001.00001.00C01.00001.00001.0000 
5 13 0.20600.21950,2456n.61740.52240.57330.67820,7579e.7835 
0,80360,9,4350.Q77?0.91260.40570...94000,93180,93150.93330,9722 
5 14 0.37930,439n0,54300,641P0,73130.77330,78160,76840.7938 
0.82140.834 5 n.;t772n,42230.91510.94000.94320.95890,95000.9722 
5 15 0 .37930i. Z°r12n. 3f840. 328,40.32840.38670, 35630.368c:0, 3814 
0.41960.47610.491?0,53400.63210.71000.75000.70450.83320.8333 
5 16 0.2414G.7145ù.14300,17910.23880.21330.21840.27370.3093 
0.32140,40fl70.42110.44660.48110.54000.53410.65750.68330.7778 
5 17 0,27540.?43.0.21(,50.19400.2?390.24000.27590.29470.3093 
0,33930.36520.36840.39810.43400.48000.48860.56160.60000.6944 
5 18 0,20690.19510.21050.19400.194n0.16000.14940.15790.195Q 
0.19640.19130.19300.16500.16980.22000.29550.30730.46670.5556 
5 19 0.13790.14630.21050.??30().22.390.?..2670.2%990.17890.1%i56 
0.22320.252?0,77330.43690.56600,69000.77270.84430.86670.88,39 
5 20 0.17240.1951(r.22R10.25370.28360.28000,25290.33680.µ124 
0.4464c.43480.54390.54370.59430.69000.79550.84930.88330.9167 
-C, 
6 1 0,354R0,34RR0,L237n,53620.52110,59740,65170,62.890,6364 
0.7í430.73040.789sí.`641i.915111.930Ci0.96590.97260,98331 .Oncí, 
6 2 6.1935n.23?6n.25420,34780.36620.40260.46070.50520.5253 
0.62500,70430.76320.83500.91510.94000.45450,98631.00001,0000 
f, 3 (. 54R40 5R1 4( 678 n ), 7826n 8451 O, R961 0, 94380 94850 9697 
0,9821 o .9Fi260.o8250.99n30.9906t?.99fn0.988tí1 . 0000', . (?000 1 . v^000 
6 4 0.19350.20930.254?0.27540,26760.29870,35960,36080.4141 
0,47370.52170.58770.67960.764?n.84000.ß9770,93150.93330,9444 
6 5 0.61?9n,6744n,678n0,8116n,R4510.8701n,87640,927P0,9192 
0,91960.92170.03860.94170.95280.97000.97730.98630,98330.9722 
6 6 0.2Q00.52560,37290,463r0.54930.62340.69660,75260.7980 
0,83040,86960,91230,95150.96230.99000.98860.98630.98331,0000 
6 7 0,19350.255P0.355Q0.40580,47890.57140,573n0,63920,6970 
0,75000.79130.89470,91260.9434í.9R001.00001.00001.00001.0000 
6 8 0.19350.23260.25470.?R990.26760.233R0.23600.23710.2121 
0,2.32.10.2.6090.263?.0.29130.3774n.47000.5L550,67120,70000.7778 
6 9 0,12900.11630.10170.11590.11270.09090.10110.13400.1414 
0.17n0.23480,27190.2F160.36790,460í)0,46590,57530.6500í.72_22 
6 10 0.0327.0.0465í.05OR0.072S0.08450.10390,10110.11340.1313 
0.11610.1217n,1491n,16500.24530,32000,38640,47950,53330.5278 
6 11 0,38710.43840,52540,63770.70420.76620.80900,85570,8990 
0,92860.93040,03860,95150,952R0.96000.96590,97260,98331.0000 
6 1? 0.12900.093n0.11860.13040,11270.11690.19100.226R0.2525 
0,267(4,29570,35960,39810.45280.53000.61360.63010,63350,7222 
6 13 (!,12900.1R6n0,25420.30430.32390.38960,39330.35050,3232 
0,33n40.35650.3.?600.4272.0,51890,64000.68180.75340.81670.8889 
6 14 0,32260.37210,42370,s6520.63380.63640.69660,76290,7677 
0.74570.79130.80700.80580.85850.89000.93180,95890,96670,9444 
6 15 0,09680,16280.20340,21740.22540,25970,2360+1.2ß870,3232 
0.33030.38260,4A400 456.'0 S66r:0,67000.72730 7ROAO.85000 8333 
6 16 0.16130.16280.25420.376R0,45070,45450,53930,53610,5758 
0.61610.65220.68420,74760.75470.79000.81820.83560,83330.8611 
6 17 0,22580.23260.27120.31840.33800.40260.46070.54640.6162 
0,6875í,,72170,81580.85440,89620.94000.97730.97260,96670,9722 
6 18 0.25810.27910.33900,37680.43660.49350.55060.54640.6061 
0.62500.64350.67540.73790,74530.77000.77270,79450.78330.8056 
6 19 0,29030.32560.37290.40580.46480.45450.50560.53610,6061 
0.60710.65220.6<420,73790.75470,84000.87500.91780,90000.9444 
6 20 0.41940,48840.52540.62320.67610.74030.74160.80410.8384 
0.88390.90430.06490,98060.98110.g9000.98860.98630,98331.0000 
"VT-7 
7 1 0.88890.83780.84310,8814n,89550.93590,96630,98890.9R05 
0,99090.98350.99250.99310.99?.80,99200.99030.98650.97870,9677 
7 2 0.44440 ,45950.54900.678n0,67160,70510,68540,68890,6632 
0.70910.743R0.80450.80000.82730.86400.86410.81840,93620.9677 
7 3 0,85190.R0190.9?160.9492n,95520,96150.96630.96670,9789 
0.981 p,o,991 7n,99?5n,97930.97840,9R400,97{1g0,95950,97870.9677 
7 4 0.33330.243?0.33330.47460,52240,60260.75280,75560,7895 
0,84550.8926n,90?30.95170.97120,98400,99031,00001,000n1.0000 
7 5 0.11110.10R1n,21570,??.030.29850.39740,41570,41110,5053 
0.59090.6?_810.736Rn.78620.R2770.84800.91260.93240.97870,91,,77 
7 6 0.33330.40540,45100.59320,64180.70510.76400.82220.8737 
0,93640,9752û,99251.Oû001.n0nn1,00)01.000n1.00001.00001.0000 
7 7 0,59260.62160.70590,79660,85070.89740.94380,95560.9895 
0,97270.97520.96990,97240,96400,97600.97090.97300.95740,9677 
7 8 0.07410.0R110.05880.03390,044R0,05130,04490.04440,0526 
0.07270.06610.09020,11030.143Q0,14400.16500.18920.21280.1613 
7 9 0.51850,56760.62750.66100.71640.82050.84270.86670,9263 
0,95450,95870,98500.09311.00000.99200.99030.98650,97870,9677 
7 10 0.62960,64A60,70590.79660.77610.80770,84270.83330.8316 
0.86360.88430.8Q470,92410.02ß10.94400,96120.97300.95741.0000 
7 11 0.48150.56760.62750,72880,76120.84620.88760,91110.9368 
0.97270,966Q0.06O90.97930.97840.99201,00001,00001,000n1.0000 
7 12 0,48150,40540,49020,62710,68660,73080.75280,78890,8105 
0.80910,85950.93230.91n0.93530.96800,97090,97301.00001.0000 
7 13 0.3330.2Q730.37250.45760.49250,58970.67420,72220.7895 
0.85450.89260.92480.94480.94960.96800.97090.98650.97871.0000 
7 14 0,5550.4865û,490?0,50850,50750.50000.57300,60000.6842 
0.75450.77690.77440.81380,82010.84000.88350.95950.97871.0000 
7 15 0.03700.1n<g10.1176n.1017n.11940.14100.15730,1"1780.2105 
0.27270,34710.39850,47760.48920,5600.5927.0,64860.74470,7742 
7 16 0.33330,?7030,2549.0.?0340.13430.11540,1173+0.1772.C+,210"- 
0.23640,28100.27820.28280.30270.35200.36890.41890.46810.4839 
7 17 0,51850,45950,43140.45760.52240.53850.59550.63330.7053 
0.73640,76030.80450,84830,84890,88000,91260,93240,93621,0000 
7 18 0,25930,27030,29410,28810,34330,39740,46070,47780.5684 
0.60910.66940.72930.78620,80580,84800.88350.89190.89360,9355 
7 19 0.11110,13510,11760.10170.10450.07690.04490,04440,0316 
0,02730,03310,03760,04140,06470.09600.16500.25680.36170,4194 
7 20 0.33330.2.7030.31370.271?0.31340.34620.38200.36670.4316 
0.45450.48760,57890.59310.61870.64800,72820.71620.82980,8710 
-3%_ 3 
8 1 0,8/.620,8A110,90000.94830.97010,Q8721.00001.00000.9895 
0,99090.99170.98500,98620:99280,99200,99041,00001.00001.0000 
8 2 0.61540.69440,76000,81070.79100,85900.86520,87780,894.7 
0,93640.94210,93980,93790.9281().93600.93270,93330.91670.9375 
8 3 0.50000,58330,66000,74140.82.090,85900.86520.38890,9263 
0,94550.96690.99250.90310,99280.99201.00001.00001.00001,0000 
8 4 0,53850.55560,66000,75860,79100.87180.92130,92220,9474 
0.96360.975?0.08500,98620,985>0,98400,99040,98671,00001.0000 
8 5 0.34620.38800,44000,4655n,53730,64100,68540,72220,7579 
0.79000.80170.82710,84830.88490.91200.93270,96000.97920.9688 
8 6 0,46150.s00n0.58000,70690,73130,79490,85390.88800,9263 
0.95450.98350.q9?50,99310,90281,00000,99040.98670.979?0,9688 
8 7 0.15380,13890.18000,20600,29850,28210,35960.36670,442.1 
0.44550.57850,67670.75860.79860,8R800,94230.94670,95831.0000 
8 8 0.26920.277A0.34000.43100,50750,55130.62920,64440,7158 
0,76360,84300.87220.91030,92000,9?800,92310.93334,93750,9375 
8 9 0,60230.72?20,80000,91380,94030,97441.00001.00001.0000 
0.y0090,9Q170,9025n,99310.90281,0n0n1,00001,000n1,00001,0000 
8 10 0,7692.0.83330.88000.96550.Q7010.98720,97750.96670,9474 
0,95450,9421 0,9549n,9586o .5171?0,97600,9Q040.9R671 . 00001 , 0000 
8 11 0.57690,5?780,60000.67240.71640.82050.84270.86670,9053 
0,91820.90080.4549fr,96550.95680,96000.97120,96000.93750,9375 
8 12 0,57690,58330,62n00.75860.70100.87180,89890.94440.9474 
0,95450.950 4n.96990,9586n,964nn.9,6000.95190.94670,95830,9375 
8 13 0.30770.36110,50000,65520.76120.82050,89890.92220,9474 
0.95450.98350,08500.97930,97840.97600.9808,).97330.97920,9688 
8 14 0,53850.61110,70000,86210.80550.94870.97750,97780.9789 
0,98180,9R350.0R5nn,0R6?n,07840.96800.97120.96000.95830.9688 
8 15 0.269?_0.2222r).22_000,?0690.î7910.î5380.17:80.1889C.1895 
0.22730.24790.20320.3s170.41730.49600.60580,70670.77080.8438 
8 16 0,19230,27780,34000,431n0,44780,52560,56180.61000,6316 
0.71820.76030.80450,80690.833450.84000,85580.85330.89580.9063 
8 17 0.23080,25000.36000.39660.46270,52560,58430.61110.7158 
0,78180,8470,89470,01030,92810,94400,96150.96000.97920.9688 
8 18 0,42310,333o,38000.46550,52240,57690,67420,68890,7158 
0.7182.0.71000.7680,78620,70140.83200.87500.89330.87500,9063 
8 19 0.19230.10440.20000.24140.25370.32050.34830.35560,4421 
0.54550,61080.74440.82760.85610.88800.9231().90670.89580.9063 
8 20 n,153R0,13890.200û0,1R070.?7390.26020.30340.28890,3.684 
0.46360,47110.52650.66210,70500.72000.82690.82670,83330.8125 
LL-9 
9 1 0.84620.86490,85000.R4510.3590,0.87500.89800.93000.9619 
0.97560.97730,97010,97730,97620,9R1R0,98891.00001.00001.0000 
9 2 0.269?.0.4(1540,48330,5497,0.6232(1,68180,67350,67000.6952 
0.71540.75760,79R50,hr-.ß50,?6890.91R20.93330.94200,97870.9667 
9 3 0.26920,2970,36670,45070,51280,53410.55100,50000.5714 
0.56910.61360.64950,7045,),75400.83640,88890.94201.00001.0000 
9 4 0,?.30R0.162?0.13330.13310,17950.18180.21430,23000,1905 
0,22.760,30300.39,060,4773373n,6R180,77780,81430,87230.R667 
9 5 0.730R0,67570,65000,662nn.6r,3R0.65910.69390,75000.7810 
0,82110.85610.RRR10.90910,93h50,95450,977R0.98571.00001.000Ci 
9 6 0.30770,27030,300)0,323r)0,41030.44320,52040.60000.6667 
0.71540.77270,R060n.83330.86510,890Q0,91110.92(i60.97871.0000 
9 7 0,07690,05410,05000.0560.03850.04550.05100.11000.1333 
0.16260,2n450.23R8>0,24240,29370,30000,50000,60000,7447(),8667 
9 8 0,30770.24320.26670.29580,26920.26140,24490.22000.1619 
0.17070.15150.17910.18180.73020.25450.33330.37140.44680.4667 
9 9 0.8400.R6490.90001,K3731,83460.8P640.90820.91000,9619 
0.95930.9697í),97r11.),97730,97621 ,00001 .00001 .00001 .0(10n1 ,0000 
9 10 0.84620,837R0.850,60.8169n.8462.0,85230.87760.90000.9048 
0.91870.93940.947Rn.9545n,9°211,0;1001.00001.00001.00001.0000 
9 11 0,57600,50460,70000.71830,7<<360,79550.83670.87000.9333 
0.96750,98480.90250.9g4R0,97620,97270.96670.97140.97871.0000 
9 12 0.197.30,21,6?0.2.3350.23940.26920.29550.31630.30000.4000 
0.45530.51520.57460.55300,61900,0640,67780.65710.76600,8000 
9 13 0,84620,89190.91670.05770.94870,96590,96940,q8000.981(+ 
0.97560.9770.97760.96210.952L0.96360.95560.94290.95741 .0000 
9 14 0,3077,0,32430,43330,45070.47440.51140,53060,53000,5810 
0.59350.64390.67160,681A0.68250,68180.65560.64200.63830.6000 
9 15 0.26920,20730,2R330, S099n,30770.2410.33670,43000,4667 
0.54470,65150.7`t64,1.76520.82540 90010.95560.95-(10»7871.0000 
9 16 0.30770,32430,41670,43660,52560,55680,64290,71000.7714 
0,78860.85610,87310,8R640.42.060,96360,96670.97141.00001,0000 
9 17 n.15380.1622_0.180.21130,20510. 19320.1x370.22000.2381 
0.27640,40150.47t11n.53700.h03?0.70910.75560,82860,87230.9333 
9 18 0.11540.1'5510.11670.12680.11540,10230.0°1P0.08000.0667 
O. 06500, 06060, i)6720.09090, 0052n, 1 0000. 14440. 17140. 1702ü, 2000 
9 19 0,50000,40540,500n0,56340,52.560.52270,62240.67000.6952 
0,73170.75760,76120.77?70,79370,85450,92220.9710.97870,9667 
9 20 0.19230.1 351 0.1 0000, 11 2.70, 11 540. 07950.08160.1 1 000. 1 333 
0,15450,21210.25370,30300.32540,42730,53330,62860.72340.9000 
_G! 10 
10 1 0,80770,R37R0.8530.R,5710.R7010,86210.87630.91000.9434 
0.05930,96970,47760.9R470,98400.c0091.00001.00001.00001.0000 
10 2 0,8R460,918Q0,91670.94290.94810.Q4250.92780.94000.9528 
0.01.31 ').91670,«5?R0.9 3F00.03600.93640.95560.94290,91490.9000 
10 3 0.653A0.675.70.70000.61430.67530.68970.70100.75000.8302 
0.85370,8k640.Q1790.93130.04400.92730.04440,94290.91490.9000 
10 4 0.269?0,37430.30000.28570.35060.44830,411450.56000,6604 
0.71540.734A0.77610.832' 0,$4800.r33640.f?7780.8R570.8936.1.9000 
10 5 0.5n000.54050.63330,67140.74030.7R160.78350.81000.8302 
0.t'Z74t), 871 7.).91 040.9 31 -rr,96000.97270.97780.9$570.97870.9667 
10 6 0,192:>0.1p920.?00C'0.2.2860,28570.29890,31960.34000.3774 
0, /+0,S5f,. 4ss4Ro, 5 t21 n.7n230 .784n0, 86360.92220.92860.91 4°0. 8^67 
10 7 0.15zR0.1R92n.2377,0.22.860.29&70.37930.37110.42000.4R11 
0.5?850.56n60.66420.74050.R00n0.84550.93330.94290.95740.9333 
10 8 0.07690.10810.06670.04290.03900.04600.06190.08000.0849 
0.13010.17420.17160.22900.28000.36360.40000.50000.55320.6333 
10 9 0.5700.A4R60.750r0.A0000.8710.90800.91750.93000.9717 
0.951 2Í.947n0,Q47R0,954?0.Q520.G6360,96670,9R570.?7870.9667 
10 10 0. 230R,).2162 ,16670.17140.15580.12640.15460.200n0.2453 
0,30Ro1, 37R 0. 4i:n3n.4Rr,S0.552tïn.59090.65560.64290.7C21 (?.6667 
10 F î ORO. R5n00.88570.90910.91950.927fi0.95000.9623 
0,9S930.97730.97010.95420.Q6000.94550.93330.94290.95740,9333 
10 12 n.230'0.1620.16670.1P570.1R1R0.18390.21650.23000,2358 
o .?7640. 2R?cin, 29RS0, 32060. 336,10. 37270.43330.500,00. 57450.6667 
lo 13 0.269?0,27030.36670.3571('.40260.37930.40210.42000.4811 
0.5200.515?0.52240.54960,55200.581R0.71110,80000.829R0.9333 
10 14 0.153R,1,1R920.1F330.20000.24680.26440.29900.41000.4528 
0.52850.6?it8o,R660.71760.70200.80910.83330.84290.87230.8333 
10 15 0.250fin.18°2_n,1 3i3Ü.i?,i6¡f, 14290,14940,164°0.2Cj000.20`r'S 
O. 7.2760. 230;t, 2761 0. 30530. 30400. 33640. 422?_í0.44290. 48940.6667 
10 16 0.0769().10Rin.06670.1000n,10390.114Q0.12370,14000.1604 
0.20330.22730.26120.29770.32800.33640.37780,38570.44680,4000 
10 17 0.1î54{),162?0.16670.18570.2.2080.29890,31960,38000.4245 
0,44720.48480.55070.62600.63200.70910.78890.77140.76600.9000 
10 18 0.2080.74370.23330.24290.28570.27590.36080.45000.5377 
0.57720.6700.70150.75570.76800.81820.86670.88570.89360.9333 
10 19 026020,216?.015000.15710, 194fi0,14940.19590.25000.2025 
0.300R0.,325ú0.31340..30530.29600.30910.33330.38570.46810.5333 
10 zn 0.0769n.0R110.20000.18570.2.33$0.26440.26800.25000.2642 
0,24300.25760.26360.31300.34400.39090.44440.50000.510606000 
11 1 0.02860.n1pon.01300.06020.07840.08060.OQ090.12410.1n97 
o.13130.156`0.?0290.2(1L0.2381n.2R3?0.357R0.4n?.30.5000O.SR5', 
11 2 0.42860.47170.4x,750.53010.57840.6?900.67130.72410.7677 
O.R25nn,ß7n71),G?750.956%0.96n3O,9s5R0.96330,95400,96670,9756 
11 3 0.1143G.169R,n.104aG.216Qn.2.353fi.25000,25170.24140.2516 
0.Í5620. 26 51), 3n43r', 3?3in.330.3940.4'590,4'?130.55000.641 
11 4 0,34790,35850,363x-0,39760.37250,45160,45450,44140,4452 
0.49380.4tt98O, 5507n.6310.71430,778R0.H3490.8R510,950ri{.9512 
11 5 0.08570.0755(1.06491).n60?0.058R0.06451).09090.11030.1419 
0.1563n.1905n.19570.223n0.?22?n.3?740.37610.459R0.53330.6R29 
î1 6 0.171L0.24530.25070.289?0.35290.40320.39860.41380.4000 
0,4C000.415n0.44930.525?0.61110,67260.68810.74710.73330.7561 
11 7 0.0A570.004"50.10390.18070.20590.23390.28670.32410.3548 
0.42500.44900,52170.56830.58730,60180.64220.63220.65000.6585 
11 8 0. 11 430 1 1 370 . 1 1 690 . 1 3250 . 11 760. 1 61 30 . 1958(). 1 8620. 2000 
0. 2.1880.107 30.1,1R40.21580.?3810.27430.35780.4138 ,.50000.5366 
11 9 n.3143n.37740.37660.42170.49020.55650.56640.60600.6903 
0.70630,6R710.77540.8417G.R571G.91150.963:i0,96550.9667n.9512 
11 10 0.?_nnnn.20'150.14VlO.1807n.1'710.16130. 1°5 0.234.50,2452 
0.31)000.31970.34780.38130.42n6n.50440.56880.63220.70000.7805 
11 11 011430.11 32n, 11a?_9!1. 192Rn.26470.?.8230.36360, 400(0. 4258 
O. 43130.517(G.5st7nn,66ç1t1,76190.893R0.92660,95601 .i)^001 .0000 
11 12 0.08570.15090.1Y180.70480.26470,31450.32170.38620.4323 
0.46250.40660.57970,56830.61110.62870.64220.63220.66670.6341 
11 13 0.2000().18870.23380.31330.36270.41940.48950.53100,5935 
0.66870.7n070.7R990,85610.R8R0n,92970.95410.9541)0.96670.9756 
11 14 0.1714O.1RR7fi.2'.6%0.?7710.35290.45160.48950.52410.6000 
0.63120.6/.630.76000.8270.86510.93810.9630.95400.06670.9756 
11 15 0.17140.18R70.14192R0.23530.29030,30070,35170,3419 
0.35650. 36050.3986¡'.453?0.50'î0i,.58410.6697G.758r0.8i670.ÿ024 
11 16 0.2n000.1(?R70.155R0.13250.1?750.12900.11890,11030.1161 
0.125n0.1nRR0.13770.2(1140,222?0.30970.35780.42530.45000.5610 
11 17 0.0A570.1 500.14290.16870.18630.2-i390.27270.28280.3097 
0,33121).3f'730.35510.43170.1.8410.58410.60550.71260.76670,8?93 
11 18 0.05710.f1377û,064Q0.10840,14710.16130.19580.186i0.2194 
0.24370,27800.36960.45880.4841n.56640.65140,67820.78330.8537 
11 19 n.2nn(,1).?2640.16Rr'0.19280. 1961 0.16940.1748r0. 18620, 1613 
0.18750, 1973n.2n2Q0.215p0.?54!!n.221?.0.23850.24140.26670.2'139 
11 20 n.2?86G,169R0.15580.13250.12750.11íQ0,14690.15170.1613 
0,1x,250,21090.2319û.25180.30160.415y0.44950.50570.G1670,6829 
:a-12 
12 1 0.5080.;5290.56491.62140.65310.67210.70710.76190.7717 
0,80n00.83640.546().88340,91770.93460,93970,96710.96100.9655 
1? 2 0,0175n.n3530.03230.04?on.04760.05550.07580.08100.0959 
O.í 1910. 1 591 î,,?159n.26010.36fi00.45330.52260.50870.75240. 7Q31 
12 3 0.24560.2.9410.?.8230.2.643Ù.?7210.32770.35860.43330.4977 
0.54470.59090,64320.64510.73590.7R500.81410,86180.87620.9138 
12 4 0,157cn.2000Ù.10350.17R6n.16330.18640.19190,2_0480.2146 
0,27.130,Z4n90,25110.?7800,35500.42060.45730.53950.61900.6552 
12 5 0.15790.18820.1435,0.1643n.13610.19770.20710.?.3330.2740 
o .' î 060 . 3455 î, . 36560 . 4 3050 . 502.20 . 5841 0. 61 31 0. 73030 . 78 1 00 . 84f,8 
1? 6 0,0R770.14120.16130.17140.19730.21470.23230.27140.2922 
0.28440.34550.37440.30010.44500.50470.53270.59870.66670.72141 
12 7 O.07020.12940.145?0.15710.19730.26550.28790,31430.3790 
0.38300.0270.497R0.9R740.64940.72900.76880.82240.86670.8793 
92 8 0.21050.17650.15320.13570.11560.11860.1'140.16190.168ÿ 
0.22130.26820.33480.45290.58870.67290.74870.36187.91430,9483 
12 9 0.26320.27060.29840.30710.31290.34460.37370.37620.4064 
0,1.298(1,44090.0370.50220.54110.55140.598,^.0.65790.68570.7069 
12 10 0,1754Ù.?11Nù.23390.23570.2857n.35500.383f;0.47380.4384 
0. 47660 5r01 0. 5771 0. h1 fP i).71 0n0. 74770.7q'ç,0 .8224 0,>29 520.931 0 
12 11 0. 31 580.24'41 n.2"2.30.2786n. 272 i 0. 29^40. 3'=>f*0. 40000, 4 3_',8 
0.50210.55450,60350.65020.72730.75700.78800.84870.87620.9138 
12 12 0.12280.10590.19()80.07140.06800.090L0.00600.10480.1233 
0.12770.136.0. 16740, 2(, ;80.27270.35510.f>3220.53240.6470,7586 
12 13 0.14040.12940.12100.10000.06800.07910.07580.09520.1233 
0, 1574.0 1 6fí20. 11 540 .?4220. 31170.369?0. r.,5730, 552á0, 666"10.7r?í6 
12 14 0.122;,:0.12940.16040.17860.18170.18640.22220.23330.2694 
0.30640. 3541 0. 4229n.48Ftfs0.5541 0.6028?.63íí20.6776n.714.3c},7r169 
12 15 0,245./,0.27n6n.33f?70.33570.4?180.49150.54550.6143n;.6758 
0,65960,70000.74450,74440.77060.817P0,83420,85530.88570,8966 
12 16 0.55000.3c?20,44350.44290.46260.49720.5401,0.56670.6073 
0.63400.67710.696n0.6°510.72710.74770.75380.76970.81900.8448 
12 17 0,15790,15290.16130,13570,12930.12430.14650,15240.2100 
. 0.24680.32270.3A770.46140.53250.60280.65830.73680.82860.8793 
12 18 0.17540. 1 7650.1ç350.16430.1 4290. 1921 0.24240.271 40. 32.42 
O. 37ít70. 41 360. 50660.6n540,70130.78040.85930.901 3t),94200.9483 
12 19 0 , 4211 n, 48240.4597?1, 4929n, 5034(í.49150.47470. 44520. 52.5 1 
0.54470,5ç'55ù.65640.71750.753'rn.81310.82910.861??0.89520.9310 




(continued from Figure 23) 
Graph plots of smoothed conditional probabilities of 
item success on attainment band for items 3/1 to 12/20. 
Explanation 
These plots are first referred to on p.125. One such plot is 
used previously as an example at Figure 15. 
Each graph shows the conditional probabilities for the five 
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Tail Location P- values and Tail Discrimination PMD- values 
aplanation 
See next page 
X-1 
ANNEX X - EXPLANATION 
This Annex gives the P- values (P2, P4, P8 and P16) and 
the PLAID- values (PMD2, PMD4, PMD8 and PMD16) for the 240 
pool items. The Annex is first referred to on p. 136. 
Each item record occupies two lines. The first two 
entries in the first line of each pair are the test 
number and item number. The remainder of the first 
line then gives the eight wrong -curve indices and the 
second line gives the eight right -curve indices. The 
eight indices are listed in the following order.: - 





















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































PROGRAM 4 (ICL FORTRAN) 
evaluates joint item -pair probabilities and Chi- Square 
for all pairings of library items within set within 
test for six levels of attainment. 
The program here is for the 48 wrong -curve items. The 
program for the right -curve items differs only in the 
twelve FORMAT statements, 1 to 12, used for item 
selection. 
(This Annex is first referred to on p. 142) 
MASTER LUCAh nRnCS12 - 
SELECTS ITEMS FROM vííIT:JRiNf,kiT Arlo 
C EVALUATES rXL CONTINGENCIES F06t ITEM PAIRS 
DIMENSION rt4(4) tMFEtFO(4,6.0) ̂ 1THIN(/o6,6),KUfdVE,RT(34) 
DO 3000 IC0=1,6 
DO 3006 Ii:7=116 
DO 3000 i G.3-1 , 4 
MFRF;V i î,tS, 1 C7r I C(>> =0 
















Y FURiíATSI4,ir,óX,='±1,6A,i'i,2X,1 i ?X) 
10 FORMAT(I4,LI[,I1'i4A,:tiI1,1ZX) 
11 FOKMAI'(I4,2IL19X411,?Xr2I1,4XrI1,1i+) 
le FORMAT S I 4, 21 C, lX i I í,.3X, I 1, áX, I9 , 1 X, 11 ) 
13 rORMAT(111 ,14r1:5;2á614rh,1+,E12_5,4I4,E1L.5eI4) 
14 FORMAT(1H ,$1770 E:;{iTr315) 
49 GO TO(101 ,1 JZ, iO3,1i14,1 h, 100, Ìtj7r108r109,110r111 ,111) 
Y:1-2 
1U1 RCEAD(1 , 1) I J, I PT, I'r",Ah:D,M4 
GO TO 50 
lue R EAD(1,2) ID, IPY, IBAr.Jp,`1b. 
GO TO SO 
1U.5 READ(1,3) ID, 1 P T, INA'JD,M4 
GO TO D O 
1U4 kEAD (1 , 4) I D, I nT, I 8A'JO,M[. 
GO TO 70 
105 READ(115)I0,IPT,IdAP1D,M4 
GO TO DO 
1U0 READ(1 r6) y 0, IrT, IBAND,M4 
GO TO 50 
1U( READ(1,7)IU,IPT,IBAUD,t44 
GO TO 50 
1U6 READ(198)I0,IPT,IBAyDrM4 
GO TU 50 
1US+ READ(119) ID, IPT, IBAND¡M4 
GO TO 50 
11U hEAD(1,1J)10,IPT,IBAN0,M4 
GO TO 50 
111 READ(1r11)ID,IPTIdA`,DO4 
GO TO 50 
11e READ(1 ,12 ) ID, IPT, I4AND,m4 






DO 300T IC6=1,6 
DO 3001 ICt=146 
DO 300( IC=1,4 
MFKEQ(iCdIC71IC6)x0 
30UT MTMIN(ICS, IC'l, ICb)=+] 
GO TO +y 
51 CONTINUE 
IF(ItiA'0-2)49,0,0 
DO 1001 I C1 =1 , 3 
N1=M4(IC1) 






MFkE4(jPAIR,,I5) a mFREQ(IPAIR,RI8)+1 
IF(I0.'I3,1,0)1{)02i00002 





GO TO 49 
b{I DO 200.5 IC3=166 
DO 2004 IC4=1r6 
DO 200, IC5=1,3,2 
GO TU(+1,0,62)6IC5 
1wW : MTHIN(1,IC4,IC3) 
IRR x i1THI.`J(4,IC4,IC:11) 
IR1 = f4TH/N(3o Ir,4, 1C3)+IRR 
/RC n MTHIN(21IC4rIC3)+IRFt 
GO TO 63 
6d /WW = 14FRE0(18IC4,Ir:S) 
IRR = MFRkcJ(41 IC4, IC.4) 
IR1 = r1FRi¡O(311C4,I^3)¢IRiZ 
/R1 a f1FFt'r:Q(2, IC4, IC3)*IRR 
63 /TOT= IWW*IR1*IR2°IRR 
IRW = Is't1XRt 














65 REC I P n i ,0/ I Tt7T 
PWW b 1W4*RECIP 
P!,INW_ REC$P*(iT?T-aPí)'P[CáF'*(ATOT.'IRZ) 
PRR = 1RH*RrCIP 
PRaR= ttECIá*IR1*RFCIP*I2 













PROGRAM 5 (I CL FORTRAN) 
simulates the administration of a series of tailored tests using 
the response bank and initial estimate provided. 
The program here is for the wide -response banks. 





































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































(continued from Figure 27) 
Graph plots of cumulative derived distributions for the 
remaining library items. 
Explanation 
Graphs of this kind appear in Figure 27. This Annex is first 
referred to on p. 189. 
Each item is identified at the foot of the plot and an appended 
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Item -pair probabilities, cell frequencies, and Chi- Square 
values for all pairings of library items within set 
within test for six levels of attainment and for narrow 
and wide levels. 
W -set items XIV - 3 to XIV - 26 
R -set items XIV - 27 to XIV - 50 
&planation 
See next page. 
ANNEX XIV - EXPLANATION 
This Annex provides the basis for establishing the tenability of the 
assumption of local independence. It is first referred to on p. 202. 
Each line of the tabulation refers to one contingency table. The 
first line on page XIV - 3 begins 1 3 1 1. The interpretation of 
these four entries is as follows: - 
1st : test number 
2nd : attainment level by band 
3rd : an identification of the item -pair. 
As there are four items in a test within one set, 
there are six possible pairs. This 3rd entry 
thus takes values 1 to 6. 
4th : 1 indicates a narrow attainment level, 
3 a wide attainment level, that is, 1 and 3 
bands wide respectively. 
The next four values in the same line are:- 
0.6250 0.5625 0.1250 0.0625 
These four values are probabilities. Referring to the contingency 
table diagram on p. 140 the probabilities are: 
(WW) /N, (WX) /N x (W Y) /N, (RR) /N, (RX) /N x (RY) /N. 
The next value in the line, 0.10000E 01, can be ignored for present 
purposes. 
The next four values, 5 1 1 1, are the cell frequencies 
(WW) (NR) (RW) (RR). 
The next value, 0.00000E 00, is the value of Chi -Square in exponent 
form with Yates correction. It happens to be zero here. A conventional 
value of -99 is used if Chi- Square cannot be evaluated. The final value 












































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































r un r un y- un r un c un e-- un PC) M hl hl hl M M M N) tel P'1 P*1 t-- O c C c-- 0 r- C c C7 r O N) CO PC; CO hl CO M OD NI CO NI CO 041 ND N.O N NO N ND N.O VU 4D r NI a-- NI a- hl e- M c- ir) r- P: 
T.- C. a-- e n' C O V. C C n! t 
. rk. ru N 1' CV N N e- N C tc r' ru N r..! Cu ny! N R: r- C4J ^ CV r- CD O C^ C G C> O C. Cl C' 7 C? C^ O C) C C O C O G O C^ C' r C C O'^ .ÿ ^ O 1 1: 1 ^ r 
UJ LU ili UJ LLI lU W LU UJ lU W L'J W UJ LU ,U tu LU tJ LU u LU (U LJ LLJ lyJ LU LU LU LU w LU LU LU Lt3 UJ O d r r,1 ,1 tr d Kl :fl CY: tcl O C C C) C C C CV CD C O e1/4; C C o O C O C c-- C) - C r 
r- T- 0.1 r- O CO Ni :r r\, ,I on o- c.c C G o o CD m` :v c r` c d Tl N CO IN- c- .1 CT O O In Pn 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.t O M G N C 0 0 0 0 0 0 M CD.--.1- O NI 
C\ ZO CT 00 O 1- 1) 43 O' 1 n CT O' P P CT CT O N CT N- CT r- CT O' CT CT CT O, O CO C? 'O CT Cb M un r. e- c- 'O. lll' 4 d. N M r O. O' O U P O' O ti C7, Cv t7' d Ch a' P CT OT P Or c a c OT r 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 O O O O O O O G 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 C G 0 G 
1 1 1 1 1 1 t l 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 00 al I` CT un un O MI ,t N rn M PCl N M a- CC 4O NI O CO O CO .t Or I` c- O` c- P, P f- 7 Y c- 4) m: ti N t` c- -t N IT- r- ../ c-- t NC Ni t, c- v N.O e- .t r- .t N r- N r N N CV r- (V 
N C70 PCl CC NI ,t Jl Jl UI CO G c- O N un F` C N un 47 itl IL VQ Hl 0 e- Ca M O C C> TI O PC) r- M r- mn c- Pn e- T- 
y- CLI C'Cr' CC c- PCMN N CCCC CO O Ga-G CCNC C.O COC'N (NI NPr C c 
COOOc-N O C r- r- N CCCO O CGOO c- OOOOOOOCDOc- CCC O 
orDGaoCDooCDOC_CD.- cc CDCCe- ccooccor- ce-cC coe-, c 0 0 0 O O C CD 0 O CD C O C O O C7 C7 C C C C C O 0 0 C (-1 C C CD C Cl CD C' O C 
IU LL/ W UJ W LU t1.' LU LL' Uj LU LU LU :L' UJ LU LL Lu LU w LL; W UJ LU LL^1 L'J LU UJ U.1 tt' LU L'J L; LL: 1.C: UJ 
t- P- Ctt O. r CT 4D K C' C n C: -4 C t Nl x C: Nl Nt !r' M on \! N) C' - r NI ^ cm CD() C`.. co 
ti ltl co CO oc, op .go Tri i` Ni ND NI C; CT _' C a r- PC` (D rlI _: i` `? 11 CN. _: C1 CD ti 
O. co CO ; o C,î.^ c- O' O' CO ,-co OC' O O' CO CT erl C11 CD O' UI CO an O O F` C: O Ca ti C, eCI (DG O cA o a ) P CX, a- CT P O` n O r- O Cr. O O. CO ti O O' CC F- CC CO P CT O CT O O' O í^'., LT CD C a. 
O O P O. OC r? O CT OC 0-C) O' r P r O' O CT c- O O' CT LT O O. a-- 0. - 4' Û O. Cr- c- r- O, 
OC1C:1 CICDCDO r1 ClCDC1n CDOCO OOCC= C) <DC: CD() C,CC)C,CD C',rr C'C'CCD O 
NI 4O e- to Tr' C C PC: (. K. C, Il: C' a- G N` Nr, N C O' .L NO 4C. C r. C C c 0 r> C ru C C: C 
l ,f -4 C CC f.- tr V. C\' n IN- 4 C 4 C, C.C: r C C. r r: CC r I` CO G C NC Cr G C" C. Cl- C O CO F- PC` 'O c Vf Y? tt (` PM O C) CO CC. NO CV M O 1.11 OO Cí O r C O^i O O - r Cr: 
P CA CO O x CO ` P .t 1 un CG OT OOT 1 C CO. E` ti PN. G. O CT C P CO C:^ CúC-. C) CO 
O C C C C C C C C C CG e- G c- C C r- C C C O C C C r- CD c- G C C C C r' GG 
N-4 O.; O? ti OO 4D r O' C c- C PI AD N CD .4 sO N w^ .t N C O N- O C (Ni C+ N C 0 Q` 
NI N a-- (T PC: CT Ui X. c-- d CT CD .t CC, CO N O Cr.? N O N OC CO CD CAD C' C CO O KJ O CJ >t; 000 A rJ op nJ M L^ LCl Ct, r L^ C tY: C CO M <) L . ..-_ .'/1 CO - e- ._. , L., cp c- s° D eD '.? 
P OD .. Q CO 3 v! Lr; `. rf C CT r C C, s i ï ì ti Cx i j, C CT. C CT CO CT w CO. G CO .. . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
C C C C C C G C C: ^. C C c- C c- C C C- C C C C C C C .- C r C C C C C a- C r r' r- c- C; nry NI CT r C C C) C O C C Ul O Pri 04O C O C C O C G P+l C v C Ml 
CV r' Pn c- C c- C .t PC': O ru C C C C C C. C C i C: OC C. C C. r . cD ' l ri C' C: C PC? O O O G7 c-- r C? O M.$ i CV C O O G C' O O O C CJ C' O CC; G C C O G CD CD C -- C C7 0 0 C O C C C C G C C C C C C CD C C C O O C C C CD C O C' C C! C C C CD C C.Z. 
C O C C C C C C O C C C O CD C O C C C C C C O O C C O C C7 C O C C C: C CD OOO OP.'to O OP+1COt'CILCI C.' 000 O OC OOO' OOO O COC70G Pd100O 0 
O G O C N.`n C C V CA N h 0 C C G O G O C G LO G C O C G O G O G Kl O G J G GGG O N` o.1 C rJ M tri Nl r' G O G C? C O C O C c- ^ C C C C G Yn G G-C t'J 
C O O (D Cì O C G O C O C C C C. O O C C O O C O C C C) C C> O C C C' CC) CC? .^. 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
O 0 0 O O O O 0 0 C' C O G C O O 0 0 0 0 O C O O O O O O C 0 0 O C O CG O 
V- N; r- PC) r- NI e- Pn e- .l e-- NI a- Kl c- VI e- Pr) e- PC) e- PC) e- PC) r- PC) r- PC) r N) r- ?el c-- N: c 
c c-- N N M NI 1' Y un Lr. No Nio e- r OV N M F7 .t O 4O r- r r' to PCl M t .4 'n t/1 Kl ND 
N N n 
T- c- r 
Cv f!NN N Nr\:r'rV tfttritt:L1 
c- c- c- r e- r e r c- r- r 
ttl un un un un un un un CA op CC' Op c0 CO 03 OD co CO CXl .ír..' r r r r r r r r c r c- r c- c r r r c- r r 
O O O O O O O O O O O O OOOO O O O O O 0000 O 00000 GOOO C' 
r e r r r r r r r t- r e- r r r r e- r e r r r e- V r e- e- e- r' r r r- r r- 


























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Simulated tailored tests. Test records from three 
narrow response bank simulations. 
1. A series of 17 (simulated) recruit test records under attain- 
ment condition 15- (Table 9, p. 212) XV -3 
2. A complete series of test records to "RESPONSE POOL EMPTY" 
during testing of the 29th recruit (attainment condition 10). JEZ-.5. 
3. A series of 18 test records under attainment condition 5 +. M-80 
Explanation 
See next page. 
ANNEX XV - EXPLANATION 
A full annotation accompanies Figure 29, p. 210, which is a sample 
test record. 
The column headings have the following meanings: - 
MAN NO. (Simulated) Recruit serial number. 
ITEM NO. Item serial number. 
R -W BALANCE Number of right answers minus the number of wrong 
answers. 
0 /ALL Overall - that is from all questions. 
LEVEL From questions at that difficulty level. 
MOVE DIRN Direction of move if a change of difficulty level 
is made; -1 is easier, +1 harder. 
TAIL BAND 
LOCATION Tail Location item index 
SOUGHT being looked for 
FOUND nearest approximation found. 
DIFF. The difference between SOUGHT & FOUND. 
RESP. Response score, 0 for wrong, 1 for right. 
90 PERCENT This confidence interval for the current derived 
LIMITS distribution. 
LOWER The lower limit of this interval. 
UPPER The upper limit of this interval. 
DIFF. The width of the interval. Test termination 
































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































I 2 1 1 8 -1 1 5,67 1r',82 12,16 
3 1 0 1 9 -2 ? 0 3,78 15,05 11,24 
4 ÿ 1 ° 9 .,2 7 1 5,09 15,93 10,8!. 
6,0? 16,60 10,53 5 ¿ 1 9 -2 1 
6 4 3 1 9 2 6, 8L 16,99 10,12 
? 5 4 1 9 -2 7 1 7,6-i 1 r 2r, 9.56 
8 6 5 1 9 -2 
r 
1 8,52 1?,41 8.89 
9 7 6 1 9 -2 7 1 9,02 17,55 8,53 
10 S 7 1 9 -2 7 1 9.61 17,73 8, 1 2 
TAIL CFiPAGE FROM 2 
11 9 8 1 9 a¿ 7 1 1 0, 19 1(,86 r,67 
12 8 -1 1 17 -2 15 0 9.76 17,28 f,50 
13 7 -2 0 15 0 15 0 9,51 16,40 7,29 
14 8 -1 0 15 0 15 1 1071 17.40 6,68 
15 9 0 0 15 0 15 1 11.90 17,9? 6,07 
16 8 -1 1 17 -2 15 0 11.63 17,46 5,83 
1i' 7 -2 0 15 0 15 0 11.30 17.20 5,90 
18 3 '°1 0 15 0 15 1 12,10 17,49 5,38 
19 9 0 0 13 0 15 1 12,86 17,97 5,12 
20 10 1 1 17 -2 15 1 15,60 1 8, 23 4,63 
21 9 0 1 17 -2 15 0 15.28 17,96 4,68 
22 10 1 1 17 -2 15 1 15,73 1 6, 20 4.41 
23 9 0 1 1? -2 15 0 13,59 17,94 4,34 
24 8 ..1 1 17 -2 15 0 15,35 "; (, 52 4,i7 
25 7 -2 0 15 0 15 0 13,06 17,43 4,36 
20 6 .3 0 15 0 15 0 12,85 1(,34 4,49 
27 7 -2 0 15 0 15 1 15,42 1 7, 45 4,03 
28 6 .3 o i 5 0 15 0 1 3, i= 17.37 4, 22 
29 5 -4 0 15 0 15 0 14,94 1 7, 27 4,33 
30 4 ..5 0 15 0 15 0 12,77 17,15 4,38 
31 5 -4 0 15 0 15 1 13,23 ", (, 31 4,08 
32 4 -5 0 1á 0 15 0 15,02 17,20 4,19 
stli 33 5 -4 0 15 0 15 1 15,52 17,34 3,82 
z 34 4 -5 0 15 0 15 0 13.30 1 T,GS 3,95 
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